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*IMENA #ANALES
(ARVARD 5NIVERSITY
    &REE ASTRONOMY IS ALMOST AS DANGEROUS AS THE FREE PRESS
             6ICTOR (UGO
).42/$5#4)/.
)N HIS HISTORICAL WORK 6ICTOR (UGO AND MANY CAREFUL OBSERVERS SINCE THEN HAVE 
SEEN THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY AS A CRUCIAL SITE OF INTERACTION BETWEEN SCIENCE AND THE 
STATE (IS DISTRESSING HISTORY WAS ONE OF FAILURE ONCE AGAIN THE DREAM OF  HAD 
BEEN CRUSHED AND FOR THE SECOND TIME BY A .APOLEON .APOLEON )))S PARANOID 
REGIME BRUTALLY CONTROLLED EVERYTHING  EVEN ASTRONOMY (UGO EXPOSED THE ILLICIT 
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 3ECOND %MPIRE n	 AND ASTRONOMY BY DENOUNCING THE 
FALL FROM POWER OF &RANÎOIS !RAGO THE $IRECTOR OF THE /BSERVATORY WHO REFUSED TO 
SUPPORT THE )MPERIAL REGIME AND BY LAMENTING HIS REPLACEMENT BY 5RBAIN ,E 6ERRIER 
ALSO KNOWN AS THE h(AUSSMANN OF THE STARSv AFTER .APOLEON )))S URBAN PLANNING 
STRONG HAND )N .APOLEON THE ,ITTLE 6ICTOR (UGO EXPLAINED h&REE ASTRONOMY IS 
ALMOST AS DANGEROUS AS THE FREE PRESSv
7HILE POSTERITY HAS FORGOTTEN (UGOS HISTORY OF THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY HISTORIANS 
STILL CONSIDER THE /BSERVATORY AN EXEMPLARY SITE FOR LINKING SCIENCE AND THE STATE )N 
FACT &RENCH POLITICS SEEMED TO MAP ALMOST SEAMLESSLY ONTO THE DIFFERENT REGIMES OF 
THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY WHERE DIRECTORS CAME AND WENT WITH THE NINETEENTHCENTURYS 
TORTUOUS SUCCESSION OF REVOLUTIONS AND COUPS DÏTAT 4HREE OF THE /BSERVATORYS 
DIRECTORSHIPS APPEARED TO BE ESPECIALLY AT THE MERCY OF DIFFERENT POLITICAL REGIMES 
#ASSINI )6 TO ,OUIS 86) !RAGO TO THE *ULY -ONARCHY AND THE 3ECOND 2EPUBLIC 
AND ,E 6ERRIER TO THE 3ECOND %MPIRE #ASSINI )6S DIRECTORSHIP FOR EXAMPLE WAS 
SO DEPENDENT ON ROYAL PATRONAGE THAT AFTER THE FALL OF ,OUIS 86) HE WAS EXPELLED 
FROM THE /BSERVATORY 	 AND IMPRISONED $ECADES LATER AFTER THE FALL OF THE 
3ECOND 2EPUBLIC !RAGO 	 STOOD BY HIS REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND REFUSED 
TO SWEAR ALLEGIANCE TO THE 3ECOND %MPIRE .APOLEON )))S RISE WAS ACCOMPANIED 
BY ,E 6ERRIERS APPOINTMENT AS $IRECTOR OF THE /BSERVATORY 	 AND )MPERIAL 
3ENATOR 	 9ET LIKE THE OTHERS HIS FATE ALSO TURNED FOR THE WORSE WITH A 
CHANGE IN THE POLITICAL CLIMATE AND HE WAS DISMISSED 	 SHORTLY BEFORE THE 
DEMISE OF THE 3ECOND %MPIRE
(ISTORIANS EXPLORING THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY AND THE 
STATE HAVE LARGELY FOCUSED ON #HARLES 7OLFS (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS 
DE SA FONDATION Ë  hSTILL THE ONLY FULLLENGTH ACCOUNT OF THAT INSTITUTIONv 
WHICH DEALS WITH THE PERIOD FROM THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME TO THE &RENCH 2EVOLUTION 
 ©  3CIENCE (ISTORY 0UBLICATIONS ,TD
(IST 3CI XXXIX 	    q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
3INCE ITS PUBLICATION 7OLFS WORK HAS BEEN CONSIDERED A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE 
OF HOW REVOLUTIONARY POLITICS AFFECTED THE /BSERVATORY "UT READERS OF 7OLFS 
HISTORICAL WORK HAVE IGNORED THAT HE WAS A PARTICIPANTOBSERVER PRESIDENT SINCE 
 OF THE PRESTIGIOUS !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES AND AN IMPORTANT ASTRONOMER 
4HEY ALSO HAVE IGNORED HOW HIS WORK ON SCIENCE AND HIS OWN EXPERIENCE IN THE 
/BSERVATORY DURING THE SECOND HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY DIRECTLY AFFECTED 
HIS HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 
7OLFS (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS DE SA FONDATION Ë  WAS INNOVATIVE 
IN ONE ESSENTIAL RESPECT 7HILE PREVIOUS POSTREVOLUTIONARY HISTORIES VIRULENTLY 
DENOUNCED THE ASTRONOMY AND THE ASTRONOMERS OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME 7OLF 
APPLAUDED THEM )N PARTICULAR HE DEFENDED #ASSINI )6 n	 DIRECTOR OF 
THE /BSERVATORY AND DESCENDANT OF THE ILLUSTRIOUS FAMILY OF ASTRONOMERS WHO HAD 
HEADED THE /BSERVATORY SINCE ITS FOUNDING YEARS (ISTORIANS WHO DRAW ON 7OLFS 
SEMINAL WORK HAVE FOLLOWED THE TREND ALWAYS IGNORING THE QUESTION OF WHY 7OLF 
AN ASTRONOMER WHO WORKED UNDER ,E 6ERRIER AND A STATESMAN OF SCIENCE MAY 
HAVE WANTED TO REEVALUATE PREREVOLUTIONARY SCIENCE AND WHY HE REPEATEDLY DREW 
A CONNECTION BETWEEN #ASSINI )6 OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME	 AND ,E 6ERRIER OF THE 
3ECOND %MPIRE AND THE 4HIRD 2EPUBLIC	
7OLF FOUND MANY PARALLELS BETWEEN THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY BEFORE AND AFTER 
THE 2EVOLUTION 3CHEMATICALLY THE PARALLELS DRAWN BY 7OLF WERE VERY SIMPLE HE 
EQUATED THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME ERA OF #ASSINI ) n #ASSINI )6 WITH THE CENTURY AFTER 
THE 2EVOLUTION !CCORDING TO 7OLF THE 2EVOLUTION IN PARTICULAR THE 4ERROR THAT 
FOLLOWED IT	 OBLITERATED ALL THE PROGRESS ASTRONOMY HAD ACCUMULATED DURING THE 
!NCIEN 2ÏGIME )N  AFTER THE MOST BRUTAL PHASE OF THE 4ERROR ASTRONOMYS 
DEVELOPMENT WAS BACK AT THE hEARLY MODERNv STAGE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY UNDER 
#ASSINI ) 4HUS 7OLF EQUATED THE PERIOD FROM #ASSINI ) TO #ASSINI ))) n	 
TO THE YEARS n AND #ASSINI )6S DIRECTORSHIP n	 TO ,E 6ERRIERS 
ADMINISTRATION n AND n	 "Y DRAWING THESE PARALLELS 7OLFS 
ACCOUNT BECAME A STATEMENT ABOUT BOTH ASTRONOMY DURING THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME AND 
ASTRONOMY DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 7OLFS HISTORY OF THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY 
WAS MORE THAN AN ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS AROUND  IT WAS A WAY OF UNDERSTANDING 
,E 6ERRIERS ADMINISTRATION AND OF STATING THE RIGHT WAY ACCORDING TO HIM TO 
CONDUCT AN OBSERVATORY 
"Y THE TIME 7OLFS HISTORICAL WORK WAS PUBLISHED IN  ,E 6ERRIER HAD BEEN 
DEAD FOR ALMOST THIRTY YEARS AND 7OLF WAS ABLE TO PRAISE HIM BY COMPARING HIM 
TO #ASSINI )6 9ET DURING THE YEARS HE WORKED UNDER ,E 6ERRIER THEIR RELATIONSHIP 
WAS NOT AS SMOOTH AS IT MAY SEEM FROM HIS LATER ACCOUNT BOTH ,E 6ERRIER AND 
.APOLEON ))) WERE REPEATEDLY ATTACKED FOR THEIR EXCESSIVE AUTHORITARIANISM AND 
ANTIREPUBLICANISM $URING THIS PERIOD THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY FACED A POLITICAL CRISIS 
SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE %MPIRE )N  SHORTLY BEFORE THE FALL OF .APOLEON ))) A 
RECENTLY ESTABLISHED #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE lNALLY CURBED ,E 6ERRIERS DESPOTIC 
REGIME 7OLF AND OTHER ASTRONOMERS BRAVELY FOUGHT ,E 6ERRIER IN ORDER TO IMPOSE 
hTHE TRUE ORGANIZATION OF THE !STRONOMICAL 2EPUBLICv4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
7OLFS EARLY DIFFERENCES WITH ,E 6ERRIER DISAPPEARED AS THE #ONSEIL AND THE 
2EPUBLIC GAINED STRENGTH AND THEY WERE COMPLETELY ABSENT FROM HIS LATER WORK 
$ESPITE INITIAL TENSIONS EVENTUALLY 7OLF SUCCEEDED IN ESTABLISHING hTHE !STRONOMICAL 
2EPUBLICv UNDER ,E 6ERRIERS DIRECTORSHIP BY RETAKING CERTAIN PRACTICES THAT HAD 
BEEN POLITICIZED AND INTERRUPTED DURING THE &RENCH 2EVOLUTION 4HE EGALITARIAN 
ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR IMPOSED DURING THE 4ERROR FOR EXAMPLE WAS TOTALLY 
ABANDONED AND THE ANCIENNE HIERARCHY BETWEEN ASTRONOMERS AND OBSERVERS WAS 
REVIVED 9ET THESE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME PRACTICES REEMERGED IN AN /BSERVATORY RADICALLY 
DIFFERENT FROM THE PREVIOUS CENTURIES )N THIS NEW ATMOSPHERE 7OLF FOUGHT TO 
REESTABLISH A CERTAIN TYPE OF OBJECTIVITY BASED ON ORGANIZING MANY OBSERVERS UNDER 
A SINGLE STRONG DIRECTOR &ROM THIS TYPE OF ORGANIZATION FOUNDED ON THE CORPORATIST 
TRADITIONS OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME HE HOPED A hSINGLE EYEv WOULD EMERGE )N FACT 
IT WAS PRECISELY THE CONCEPT OF THE hSINGLE EYEv THAT THE REVOLUTION HAD DESTROYED 
AND WHICH 7OLF SOUGHT TO REESTABLISH IN ALL ITS PREREVOLUTIONARY GLORY 4HIS PAPER 
EXPLORES 7OLFS DOUBLE VISION PRESENTIST YET HISTORICAL BY EXPLAINING HOW HIS 
EXPERIENCE AS AN ASTRONOMER IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY INFORMED HIS REEVALUATION 
OF THE &RENCH 2EVOLUTION 
4HE PAPER STARTS WITH A SECTION TITLED h#ASSINIS GHOSTv WHERE ) EXPLORE HOW 
THROUGHOUT THE NINETEENTH CENTURY THE FAME OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIMES FAMILY OF COURT 
ASTRONOMERS POPULARLY CALLED hTHE #ASSINISv DROPPED AS REPUBLICAN SENTIMENT GREW 
UNTIL 7OLF PUBLISHED HIS REVISIONIST HISTORY IN  )N THE YEARS IMMEDIATELY 
FOLLOWING THE 2EVOLUTION IT WOULD HAVE BEEN DANGEROUS TO DEFEND THE #ASSINIS AND 
THEIR HEREDITARY PRIVILEGES BUT BY THE TIME 7OLF PUBLISHED HIS BOOK HIS DEFENCE OF 
THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIMES ARISTOCRATIC ASTRONOMERS NO LONGER CREATED ANY CONTROVERSY 
!CCORDING TO 7OLF REVOLUTIONARY IDEALS HAD BEEN DISASTROUS FOR SCIENCE IN GENERAL 
AND FOR THE /BSERVATORY IN PARTICULAR AND ASTRONOMY COULD PROlT BY ADOPTING THE 
METHODS OF THE LAST #ASSINI WHOSE PRESCRIPTIONS mEW IN THE FACE OF THE PRINCIPLE OF 
EQUALITY BY ADVOCATING AN ABYSMAL POWER DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE HEAD ASTRONOMER 
AND HIS SUBJUGATED OBSERVERS )N THIS SECTION ) ALSO FOCUS ON THE PARALLELS DRAWN BY 
7OLF BETWEEN #ASSINI )6 AND ,E 6ERRIER IN ORDER TO SHOW HOW HIS EXPERIENCE AS AN 
ASTRONOMER UNDER ,E 6ERRIER INFORMED HIS REEVALUATION OF #ASSINI )6 )N THE END 
7OLFS EXPERIENCE AS ,E 6ERRIERS ASTRONOMER CONVINCED HIM OF THE BENElTS OF A 
HEAVYHANDED ADMINISTRATION AKIN TO #ASSINI )6S 
h²GALITÏv COMPARES 7OLFS AND #ASSINI )6S VIEWS ON HOW TO ORGANIZE THE 
/BSERVATORY AND FOCUSES ON THEIR INSISTENCE ON HIERARCHY AND SUBORDINATE OBSERVERS 
7OLF DETESTED THE ERAS OF RAMPANT ÏGALITÏ AND ADMIRED THE PERIODS WITH STIFF 
HIERARCHIES AND STRONG DIRECTORS SUCH AS THE TIME FROM #ASSINI ))) TO #ASSINI )6 AND 
AFTER !RAGO BECAME DIRECTOR IN  #ASSINI )6S DISDAIN FOR ÏGALITÏ HOWEVER 
NEARLY COST HIM HIS LIFE AND AFTER THE 2EVOLUTION STRONG DIRECTORS CONTINUED TO MEET 
A FORMIDABLE OPPOSITION FROM THEIR EMPLOYEES )N ORDER TO COMBAT THESE CENTURYOLD 
LABOUR PROBLEMS MANY ASTRONOMERS PUSHED FOR AN INCREASED MECHANIZATION OF 
OBSERVATION 9ET 7OLF HAD A MORE PRACTICAL SOLUTION DISCIPLINE "Y TURNING THE 
OBSERVATORY INTO A MILITARY STYLE DISCIPLINARY INSTITUTION HE HOPED TO SOLVE THE   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
PROBLEM OF TRADITIONALLY INSURRECTIONARY PERSONNEL
4HIS SECTION IS FOLLOWED BY h,IBERTÏv WHERE ) TRACE 7OLFS VIEWS ON THE 
/BSERVATORYS INSTITUTIONAL DEPENDENCE 3INCE ITS FOUNDING THE /BSERVATORY WAS 
SUBORDINATED TO THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES AND AFTER THE 2EVOLUTION IT WAS PUT 
UNDER THE TUTELAGE OF THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES 4HE /BSERVATORYS hSLAVERYv 
TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS WAS VIOLENTLY CONTESTED BY #ASSINI )6 AND ,E 6ERRIER AND 
7OLF ADMIRED THESE ATTEMPTS (IS VIEWS ON DEPENDENCY CAN ONLY BE UNDERSTOOD 
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE /BSERVATORYS AND THE "UREAUS COMPETITION FOR DETERMINING 
LONGITUDES WHICH INTENSIlED AFTER &RENCH DEFEAT IN THE &RANCO0RUSSIAN 7AR WAS 
PARTIALLY BLAMED ON THE DElCIENCY OF &RENCH MAPS 7OLF WAS THOROUGHLY IMPLICATED 
IN THIS COMPETITION AGAINST THE "UREAU ESPECIALLY THROUGH HIS WORK ON PERSONAL 
DIFFERENCES IN OBSERVATION WHICH ) EXPLORE IN h4HE PERSONAL EQUATIONv 
4HE SECOND HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY SAW A MARKED INCREASE IN THE 
ASTRONOMERS AWARENESS THAT DIFFERENT OBSERVERS SAW DIFFERENTLY AFFECTING MOST 
DRAMATICALLY THE MERIDIAN TRANSIT WORK USED TO DETERMINE LONGITUDES AND ASTRONOMERS 
DEBATED ON THE WAYS TO ELIMINATE THE hPERSONAL EQUATIONSv AS PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN 
OBSERVATIONS WERE TECHNICALLY CALLED 7OLFS SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PERSONAL 
EQUATION COMPETED AGAINST (ERVÏ &AYES OF THE "UREAU 7HILE &AYE ADVOCATED 
THE USE OF TELEGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ELIMINATING THESE DIFFERENCES 7OLF 
ONCE AGAIN THOUGHT THE SOLUTION WAS DISCIPLINE )N ORDER TO ELIMINATE THE PERSONAL 
EQUATION 7OLF CREATED AN ARTIlCIAL STAR MACHINE USED TO EDUCATE OBSERVERS THROUGH A 
DISCIPLINARY TRAINING REGIME 7OLFS SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PERSONAL EQUATION 
PROVED TO HIM ONCE AGAIN THE BENElTS OF INSTITUTING A HIERARCHICAL DISCIPLINARY 
ORGANIZATION AT THE /BSERVATORY 
!LTHOUGH 7OLF BELIEVED IN SUBORDINATING DISCIPLINED OBSERVERS TO A STRONG 
DIRECTOR HE ALSO BELIEVED THE AUTHORITY OF A DIRECTOR SHOULD ALWAYS BE KEPT IN CHECK 
)N THE SECTION TITLED h&RATERNITÏv ) EXPLAIN HOW HE FOUGHT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF A #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE WHICH BY PREVENTING DIRECTORS FROM BECOMING 
TOO DICTATORIAL WOULD ELIMINATE THE HARMFUL REVOLUTIONS THAT HAD PLAGUED THE 
/BSERVATORY  AND THE REST OF &RANCE !CCORDING TO 7OLF EACH REVOLUTION CREATED IN 
THE /BSERVATORY A TABULA RASA STUNTING ASTRONOMYS PRECIOUS ADVANCES 4O SECURE 
PROGRESS THE /BSERVATORY NEEDED TO ESTABLISH LEGITIMATE AND NOT REVOLUTIONARY 
SUCCESSIONS OF DIRECTORS (ERE THE PROBLEM OF THE /BSERVATORY WAS THE SAME AS 
THAT OF THE &RENCH 2EPUBLIC COULD ONE HAVE A LEADER AND SUBORDINATES WITHOUT 
FALLING INTO THE DREADED DIALECTIC OF REVOLUTIONS AND COUPS 7OLFS SOLUTION 
TO THE PROBLEM OF LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION INVOLVED WORKING ON TWO FRONTS 4O 
PREVENT REVOLUTIONS FROM BELOW HE HELPED TRANSFORM THE /BSERVATORY INTO A 
DISCIPLINARY hSCHOOL OF ASTRONOMYv WHICH BY RECRUITING DIRECTORS FROM A STUDENT 
POOL WOULD GIVE BEGINNING ASTRONOMERS THE OPPORTUNITY OR AT LEAST THE ILLUSION 
OF FUTURE ADVANCEMENT &OR PREVENTING COUPS DÏTAT FROM ABOVE HE FOUGHT FOR THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE WHICH WOULD ENSURE CONTINUITY BY 
CURBING THE NAPOLEONIC TENDENCIES OF THE DIRECTORS
)N THE lNAL SECTION TITLED h!GAINST PERSONALITYv ) EXPLORE HOW 7OLF WAS ABLE TO 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
RECONCILE #ASSINI )6S !NCIEN 2ÏGIME PRACTICES TO A NEW REPUBLICAN SETTING 4O END 
THE ERAS OF REVOLUTIONS AND ENSURE CONTINUITY FROM ONE REGIME TO THE NEXT 7OLF 
NEEDED OBSERVATIONS PERFORMED UNDER ONE ADMINISTRATION TO BE TRANSLATABLE INTO 
THE NEXT ONE )N THE PAST ASTRONOMERS HAD TRIED TO MINIMIZE PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN 
OBSERVATIONS BY CALIBRATING THEIR OBSERVATIONS AGAINST THOSE OF THE hBESTv ASTRONOMER 
MAKING IT DIFlCULT TO COMPARE OBSERVATIONS FROM DIFFERENT ADMINISTRATIONS 7OLF 
INSTEAD URGED OBSERVERS TO CALIBRATE THEIR OBSERVATIONS AGAINST A MORE DURABLE 
STANDARD HIS PERSONAL EQUATION MACHINE )N SHORT 7OLF WANTED TO ELIMINATE THE 
hPERSONALv ELEMENT IN BOTH OBSERVATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIONS BY EMPOWERING THE 
#ONSEIL AND BY ENFORCING AN EDUCATIONAL REGIME BASED LARGELY ON HIS PERSONAL 
EQUATION MACHINE 4HROUGHOUT HIS LIFE 7OLF WAS ABLE TO INSTITUTE IN THE /BSERVATORY 
CERTAIN IDEALS OF OBJECTIVITY THAT BROUGHT THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIMES CONCEPT OF A hSINGLE 
EYEv AND THE 4HIRD 2EPUBLIC CLOSER THAN EVER
#!33).)3 '(/34
)N  7OLF INAUGURATED A REVISIONIST HISTORY TO SET THE PAST STRAIGHT BY RESTORING THE 
NAME OF &RANCES DYNASTY OF COURT ASTRONOMERS WHO HAD HEADED THE /BSERVATORY FOR 
MORE THAN A HUNDRED AND TWENTYlVE YEARS n	 4HROUGHOUT HIS HISTORICAL 
WORK 7OLF REPEATEDLY REMARKED h4HERE ARE FEW SAVANTS WHOSE PERSONALITIES HAVE 
BEEN SO STRANGELY DEFORMED BY THEIR HISTORIOGRAPHERS AND WHERE FALLACIES HAVE BEEN 
AS CRUELLY AND AS UNJUSTLY RAISEDv )N PARTICULAR 7OLF WANTED TO ABSOLVE #ASSINI )6 
SINCE HE SIDED WITH HIM IN ONE IMPORTANT RESPECT h!N !CADEMY WHOSE MEMBERS 
HAVE EQUAL RIGHTS IS UNABLE TO DIRECT AN /BSERVATORYv 4HIS POINT MOREOVER WAS 
ACCOMPANIED BY MANY OTHERS WITH WHICH 7OLF WHOLLY AGREED )N ORDER FOR THE 
/BSERVATORY TO FUNCTION Ë LA #ASSINI )6 AND THEREFORE TO 7OLFS SATISFACTION THE 
FATE OF ,OUIS 8)6S COURT ASTRONOMER HAD TO BE VINDICATED h) HAVE DEDICATED A 
WHOLE CHAPTER TO DEFEND *$ #ASSINI ) HOPE THE READER DOES NOT lND IT HAS COME 
TOO LATEv "Y SIDING WITH THE #ASSINIS ESPECIALLY WITH #ASSINI )6	 7OLF STOOD IN 
FAVOUR OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME AND AGAINST THE 2EVOLUTION  A BOLD POSITION EVEN 
IN THE lNDESIÒCLE 4HROUGH 7OLFS WORK #ASSINI )6S VIEWS ON THE REVOLUTION 
AND ON SCIENCE REVERBERATE TODAY
7OLFS HISTORICAL ACCOUNT FOCUSED ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY ON #ASSINI )6S OWN 
-ÏMOIRES POUR SERVIR Ë LHISTOIRE DES SCIENCES ET Ë CELLE DE L/BSERVATOIRE 2OYAL 
DE 0ARIS PUBLISHED AT THE HEIGHT OF THE lRST .APOLEONS %MPIRE AND WRITTEN FOR 
THE SOLE PURPOSE OF ACQUITTING HIMSELF OF ANY COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY BEHAVIOUR )N 
THE INTRODUCTION #ASSINI )6 EXPLAINED h)F ) CAN NOT ACQUIT MYSELF OF MY FORMER 
INVOLVEMENTS AND IF ) WAS NOT ABLE TO GIVE THE SCIENCES ALL THAT WAS EXPECTED 
OF ME ) HAVE THE CONSOLATION OF BEING ABLE TO SAY IT WAS DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES 
BEYOND MY CONTROL 4HE FOLLOWING -ÏMOIRES ) HOPE PROVIDE A CONVINCING PROOFv 
&OR THIS REASON #ASSINI )6S INGRATIATING -ÏMOIRES WERE A PRODIGIOUS CHOICE FOR 
7OLF SINCE IN THEM #ASSINI )6 CONVINCINGLY DEFENDED HIS RIGHT AGAINST OTHERS 
WRONG 4HEIR PUBLICATION WAS TIMELY FOR AFTER THE 2EVOLUTION THE FAME OF THE 
#ASSINIS WAS AT AN ALLTIME LOW   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
$URING THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME THE SITUATION HAD BEEN RADICALLY DIFFERENT "ERNARD 
DE &ONTENELLE AND THE MARQUIS DE #ONDORCET LAVISHLY PRAISED #ASSINI )6S GREAT
GRANDFATHER 'IAN $OMENICO #ASSINI #ASSINI )	 AND IN  THE ASTRONOMER *ÏRÙME 
DE ,ALANDE DESCRIBED HIM AS FOLLOWS
#ASSINI WAS ONE OF THOSE RARE MEN WHO SEEM TO HAVE BEEN CREATED BY NATURE IN 
ORDER TO GIVE A NEW FACE TO SCIENCE 4HE SCIENCE OF ASTRONOMY WAS INCREASED AND 
PERFECTED IN ALL ITS BRANCHES BY THE DISCOVERIES OF #ASSINI 4HIS MAN WAS THE 
PRIDE OF ,OUIS 8)6S KINGDOM  AND IN &RANCE THE NAME OF #ASSINI IS ALMOST 
SYNONYMOUS WITH CREATOR OF ASTRONOMY
5P TO  THE FAME OF THE #ASSINIS WAS UNRIVALLED IN ASTRONOMY %VEN ,OUIS 86) 
COMMISSIONED A STATUE OF #ASSINI ) WITH WHICH HE HONOURED THE LEADING ASTRONOMER 
IN %UROPE DURING THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY AND HIS DESCENDANTS ! FEW YEARS LATER 
HOWEVER THE FAVOURABLE OPINION OF THE #ASSINIS WAS QUICKLY WANING )N CONTRAST TO 
,OUIS 86) AND ,ALANDES EULOGY DURING THE 2EVOLUTION #ASSINI )6S TELESCOPES 
WERE SEEN AS COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY CANNONS AIMED TOWARDS 0ARIS 
!CCORDING TO ;THE REVOLUTIONARIES= THE BASEMENT OF THE /BSERVATORY WAS 
A STOREHOUSE FOR GUNPOWDER AND OF FLOUR AND RIFLES THAT ) CONCEALED -Y 
TELESCOPES WERE CANNONS AIMED TOWARDS 0ARIS AND THE TOWERS WHICH ) LIT FOR 
OBSERVING DURING THE NIGHT WERE NOTHING ELSE THAN ROOMS WHERE ) BROUGHT 
TOGETHER ARISTOCRATS 
9ET AFTER THE TUMULTUOUS YEARS OF THE 4ERROR THINGS IMPROVED FOR #ASSINI )6 
2OBESPIERRES FALL FROM POWER ON  *ULY  INAUGURATING THE SOFTER PHASE OF THE 
4ERROR OFTEN CALLED THE 4HERMIDOREAN 2EACTION CHANGED THE TIDE OF #ASSINI )6S 
FATE /N  !UGUST HE WAS REMOVED FROM PRISON WHERE HE HAD REMAINED FOR ALMOST 
SIX MONTHS AND *EAN 0ERNY DE 6ILLENEUVE A FORMER STUDENT WHO HAD TURNED 
AGAINST HIM EARLIER WAS NOW REMORSEFUL &URTHERMORE DEPUTY  AND REGICIDE  
*OSEPH ,AKANAL WHO HAD FORCED #ASSINIS RESIGNATION FROM THE /BSERVATORY HAD 
TURNED AROUND )N .OVEMBER HE WROTE TO ,ALANDE THEN TEMPORARY DIRECTOR OF THE 
OBSERVATORY TELLING HIM THAT HE INTENDED TO REINSTALL #ASSINI )6 AT THE /BSERVATORY 
AND GET RID OF THE hINTRIGUERS AND USURPERSv WHOM HE HAD PREVIOUSLY SUPPORTED 
4HINGS CONTINUED TO GET BETTER !FTER THE /BSERVATORY WAS PUT UNDER THE TUTELAGE 
OF THE NEWLY CREATED "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES #ASSINI )6 WAS NAMED ONE OF ITS 
FOUR ASTRONOMERS A POSITION THAT HE ACCEPTED SHORTLY THEREAFTER RESIGNED AND THEN 
FRUITLESSLY ATTEMPTED TO REGAIN 4HIS UNFORTHCOMING RENOMINATION EFFECTIVELY 
ENDED HIS CAREER AS ASTRONOMER BUT INAUGURATED HIS MISSION TO SET THE PAST STRAIGHT 
THROUGH HIS -ÏMOIRES 5NDER .APOLEONS WING WHEN HE PUBLISHED HIS -ÏMOIRES 
HE NO LONGER LIVED IN FEAR OF THE GUILLOTINE WHERE HIS COUSIN -LLE DE &ORCEVILLE 
HAD MET HER UNTIMELY DEATH 
4HESE HOWEVER WERE UNHEEDED UNTIL 7OLF REVIVED THEM ALMOST A HUNDRED YEARS 
LATER "Y  THE HISTORIES EULOGIZING THE #ASSINIS WERE LONG GONE $ESCRIBING 
THEIR DISCOVERIES *EAN "APTISTE $ELAMBRE WROTE h)N THE END ALL THESE NOVELTIES 
WERE NOTHING ELSE THAN ISOLATED PHENOMENA INlNITELY CURIOUS THINGS WHICH ALL 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
ASTRONOMERS WANT TO KNOW BUT WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE NOTHING TO THE PROGRESS OF THE 
TRUE ASTRONOMYv ,ATER #LAUDE ,OUIS -ATHIEU *EAN "APTISTE "IOT AND ,E 6ERRIER 
FOLLOWED $ELAMBRES DIATRIBE AND EVEN !RAGO DERIDED #ASSINI ) FOR PLACING THE 
%ARTH IN THE CENTRE OF THE UNIVERSE AND FOR HIS EXCESSIVE EXPENDITURES 4O TOP IT 
ALL OFF #ASSINI ) WAS CALLED A CHARLATAN IN THE 2EVUE DES DEUX MONDES BY 2ODOLPHE 
2ADAU ASTRONOMER AND FAMED POPULARIZER OF SCIENCE
7OLFS EXPERIENCE AS AN ASTRONOMER PROVIDED HIM WITH AMPLE ARGUMENTS FOR 
UPGRADING THE #ASSINIS BUT DEFENDING THE LEGITIMACY OF THEIR NOBILITY TITLES WAS 
MORE DIFlCULT .OBODY COULD ARGUE AGAINST THE ALMOST TOTAL EXTINCTION OF &RENCH 
NOBILITY IN #ASSINI )6 WHO CONSPICUOUSLY CALLED HIMSELF h#OMTE DE #ASSINIv AND 
AGAINST THE DUBIOUSNESS OF HIS )TALIAN TITLES 9ET 7OLF HAD A STRONG ARGUMENT IN 
HIS DEFENCE h THEY COULD HAVE BRAVELY RESPONDED WITH WHAT #ASSINI )6 SAID IN 
v )N FACT WHEN #ASSINI )6 WAS QUESTIONED BY THE 3OCIÏTÏ DE 'ÏNÏALOGISTES 
ABOUT THE LEGITIMACY OF HIS NOBILITY TITLES HE ALLEGEDLY RESPONDED THAT PROOF OF HIS 
NOBLESSE WAS PRESENT NOT IN THE DICTIONARIES OF THE NOBILITY BUT IN THE -ÏMOIRES 
OF THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES 
) DO NOT CARE ABOUT THE GENEALOGICAL NOTE WHICH YOU TALK ABOUT .OR DO ) THINK 
) SHOULD PAY ANY ATTENTION TO WHAT THE GENEALOGISTS SAY SINCE IT IS NOT IN 
THEIR FILES WHERE ) CARED TO REGISTER OUR TITLES 4HEY EXIST IN A WORK MORE 
FAMOUS IN %UROPE THAN ALL THE DICTIONARIES OF THE NOBILITY 4HIS WORK IS THE 
COLLECTION OF -ÏMOIRES FROM THE RENOWNED !CADÏMIE 2OYALE DES 3CIENCES 
DE 0ARIS FROM  TO THESE DAYS )T IS THERE WHERE YOU WILL lND THE EXACT 
lLIATIONS OF SEVEN MEMBERS OF MY FAMILY 6OILË -ONSIEUR THE TRUE TITLES 
THAT ) ZEALOUSLY UPHOLD
&OR 7OLF #ASSINI )6S RESPONSE CLOSED THE DEBATE ON THE VALIDITY OF THEIR NOBILITY 
TITLES !ND IT SPOKE VOLUMES ABOUT THE STATUS OF SCIENTISTS AT THE TURN OF THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY $URING THE 4HIRD 2EPUBLIC THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME CONCEPT OF NOBILITY APPEARED 
IN A NEW  AND SCIENTIlC  GARB 7OLFS REPLACEMENT OF THEIR NOBILITY TITLES WITH 
THEIR SCIENTIlC ONES ILLUSTRATED HOW THIS IMPORTANT CONCEPT SLOWLY ROLLED DOWN THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY LIKE A RED CARPET 
7OLF SAW THE PERIOD AFTER THE CREATION OF THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES IN  TO 
THE APPOINTMENT OF ,E 6ERRIER AND THE /BSERVATORYS PARTIAL EMANCIPATION FROM 
THE "UREAU AS EQUIVALENT TO THE REGIME STARTED BY #ASSINI ) AND ENDED BY #ASSINI 
)6 h4HE HISTORY OF THE /BSERVATORY UNDER THAT DIRECTION SEEMS IDENTICAL TO THAT 
OF THE SAME ESTABLISHMENT DURING THE TIME OF THE #ASSINISv 4HIS EQUIVALENCE 
FURTHERMORE GAVE THE HISTORY OF THE #ASSINIS AN IMPORTANT RELEVANCE TO 7OLF AND 
HIS ERA #ASSINI )6S PREREVOLUTIONARY ATTEMPTS TO REORGANIZE THE /BSERVATORY 
ACCORDING TO 7OLF	 WERE EQUIVALENT TO ,E 6ERRIERS DIRECTORSHIP AT THE 0ARIS 
/BSERVATORY h/NE CANNOT HELP BUT RELATE THIS PERIOD OF #ASSINI ;)6=S LIFE TO THE 
CORRESPONDING PHASE IN ,E 6ERRIERS AND TO SEE THE SAME CAUSES BRING ABOUT THE SAME 
EFFECTSv 4HEY 7OLF CONTINUED WERE BOTH SUMMONED TO SAVE THE /BSERVATORY FROM 
RUIN AND FROM ITS SLAVERY TO THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES BEFORE THE 2EVOLUTION AND 
AFTERWARDS TO THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES h"OTH WERE CALLED BY THE 'OVERNMENT TO   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
SAVE THE /BSERVATORY FROM THE STATE OF DETERIORATION IN WHICH THE LEARNED INSTITUTION 
ON WHICH IT DEPENDED HAD LEFT ITv !ND BOTH UNJUSTLY SUFFERED FOR THEIR DEEDS 
h"OTH WERE VICTIMS OF RESENTMENT AND LIBELS FROM THOSE WHO HAD BEEN DISPOSSESSED 
OF THE ;/BSERVATORYS= DIRECTIONv "Y NOTING THE SIMILARITIES THAT 7OLF ATTRIBUTED TO 
#ASSINI )6 AND ,E 6ERRIER ) WANT TO UNDERSCORE A POINT THAT HAS ESCAPED HISTORIANS OF 
THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY 4HE HISTORY OF THE #ASSINIS TOLD BY 7OLF WAS MOTIVATED BY HIS 
PARTICULAR VIEWS ON THE HOW AN OBSERVATORY SHOULD BE CONDUCTED
²'!,)4²
4HE lRST POINT OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN #ASSINI )6 AND 7OLF WAS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
HARMFUL EFFECTS OF EQUALITY IN THE /BSERVATORY &OR 7OLF THE EVILS OF ÏGALITÏ WERE 
EVIDENT DURING THE TIME OF #ASSINI ) TO #ASSINI ))) WHEN THE /BSERVATORY LACKED 
A SUPERIOR AUTHORITY h4HE GREAT TRAGEDY OF THE /BSERVATORY WAS ITS LACK SINCE ITS 
FOUNDING OF A BLUEPRINT IMPOSED BY A SUPERIOR AUTHORITY AND WHOSE EXECUTION 
WOULD BE ENTRUSTED TO A RESPONSIBLE DIRECTORv 4HIS MISTAKE 7OLF CONTINUED WAS 
REPEATED AFTER #ASSINI )6S DISMISSAL AND CORRECTED ONLY WITH !RAGOS APPOINTMENT IN 
 h7E WILL SEE THE SAME EFFECT REAPPEAR LATER WHEN THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES 
WAS CALLED TO DIRECT THE /BSERVATORYv %XCEPT FOR THE BRIEF ENLIGHTENMENT FROM 
#ASSINI ))) WHEN A DIRECTORSHIP WAS CREATED TO #ASSINI )6 WHEN IT WAS REVOKED 
THE /BSERVATOIRES FOUNDATIONAL SIN REIGNED SUPREME UNTIL  WHEN ÏGALITÏ WAS 
ABOLISHED AND THE ASTRONOMERS WERE PUT UNDER !RAGOS THUMB h"ETTER INFORMED THAN 
THE OLD !CADÏMIE THE "UREAU RECOGNIZED ON ITS OWN THE NEED TO SUBJECT THE ÏLÒVES TO A 
SOLE AUTHORITY AND NAMED !RAGO DIRECTOR OF OBSERVATIONS ON  !PRIL v 
!LONG WITH HAVING A SUPREME AUTHORITY IN THE FORM OF A SINGLE DIRECTOR #ASSINI 
AND 7OLF WANTED SUBORDINATE ÏLÒVES )N HIS PROPOSAL FOR REFORMING THE /BSERVATORY 
#ASSINI HAD SPECIlCALLY ASKED FOR THREE ÏLÒVES  A PROPOSAL WHICH THE !CADÏMIE 
VETOED )N PARTICULAR THE !CADÏMIE REACTED AGAINST THE SUBORDINATION OF THE 
ÏLÒVES TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE /BSERVATORY !CCORDING TO THE !CADÏMIE INSTITUTING 
SUBORDINATE POSITIONS hBY THE NATURE OF THEIR STATUS  COULD RESULT IN CERTAIN 
DRAWBACKS WHICH WOULD ELIMINATE ANY ADVANTAGES AND WHICH COULD BE HARMFUL 
IN MANY OTHER RESPECTSv 
4HE !CADÏMIES VETO ON #ASSINI )6S PETITION FOR SUBORDINATE ÏLÒVES WAS 
OVERRULED BY - DE "RETEUIL MINISTER OF ,OUIS 86) AND PERSONAL FRIEND OF #ASSINI 
)6	 IN WHAT 7OLF VICTORIOUSLY CALLED A hCOUP D²TATv AND COMPARED IT TO ,E 6ERRIERS 
TRIUMPHAL ENTRANCE AS DIRECTOR OF THE /BSERVATORY IN  -OMENTARILY THANKS 
TO DE "RETEUILS INTERVENTION #ASSINI )6 SUCCEEDED 4HE lRST ARTICLE OF THE NEW 
REGULATIONS OF THE 2OYAL /BSERVATORY BACKED HIS GOAL THE DIRECTOR OF THE OBSERVATORY 
WAS THE SOLE AND ABSOLUTE MASTER OF HIS ÏLÒVES 9ET THESE NEW REGULATIONS LIKE 
,OUIS 86)S HEAD SOON CAME TUMBLING DOWN 3HORTLY AFTER #ASSINI )6S hCOUP 
D²TATv HIS PROPOSAL CONFRONTED A VIOLENT RESISTANCE 4HIS TIME THE REASON WAS 
NOT MERELY THE SUBORDINATION OF OBSERVERS TO A DIRECTOR BUT THE LACK OF ÏGALITÏ 
REIGNING AMONGST THEM 
#ASSINI )6 DID NOT PROPOSE EQUALITY AMONGST HIS ÏLÒVES /N THE CONTRARY HE TOOK 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
ADVANTAGE OF WHAT 4OCQUEVILLE CALLED THE hDEMOCRATIC DISEASE OF ENVYv TO ORGANIZE HIS 
OBSERVERS IN THREE TIERS AND BY GIVING THE BEST BEHAVED AN EXTRA BONUS h-OREOVER 
IF YOU GIVE TO THREE ÏLÒVES THE SAME TREATMENT THERE IS NO LONGER AN OBJECT OF 
EMULATION FOR LEARNING AND FOR ADVANCING ONES RANKv )N 7OLF #ASSINIS PRINCIPLE 
OF INEQUALITY BECAME MORE THAN A MEANS TO MOTIVATE ÏLÒVES )T WAS A WAY TO ACHIEVE 
LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION !ND FOR 7OLF  AS FOR THE REST OF &RANCE  LEGITIMATE 
SUCCESSION WAS ESSENTIAL IN A REPUBLIC ASTRONOMICAL OR NOT $URING THE 4HIRD 
2EPUBLIC INEQUALITY AND LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION BECAME INSEPARABLE h4HE ORDER 
AND THE LEGITIMACY OF A SUCCESSION IN GUARANTEEING RESPECT FOR SCIENTIlC TRADITIONS 
CREATES A NOBLE AND FRIENDLY RIVALRY BETWEEN THE CANDIDATES FOR ARRIVING AT THE SECOND 
LEVEL AND FROM THERE TO THE lRST 6OILË ) BELIEVE THAT CONSTITUTES THE TRUE ORGANIZATION 
OF THE !STRONOMICAL 2EPUBLICv )NEQUALITY AND LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION HOWEVER 
HAD HAD VASTLY DIFFERENT MEANINGS DURING THE 4ERROR
$URING THE REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD $OMINIQUE *OSEPH 'ARAT -INISTRE DE LA *USTICE 
DID NOT TOLERATE THE UNEQUAL SALARIES ASSIGNED TO #ASSINIS ÏLÒVES AND FORCED HIM TO 
LEVEL THEM 7HEN #ASSINI RESISTED DEPUTY ,AKANAL JOINED 'ARATS REPUBLICAN CAUSE 
AND ON  !UGUST  UNDER THE PRESIDENCY OF 2OBESPIERRE THE h)NCURRUPTIBLEv	 
DECREED ÏGALITÏ AMONGST #ASSINI AND HIS ÏLÒVES !CCORDING TO THE NEW REGIME 
#ASSINI )6 AND HIS ÏLÒVES WOULD EACH YEAR ROTATE THE PLACE OF $IRECTOR -ORE 
IMPORTANTLY #ASSINI )6S PREVIOUSLY SUBORDINATE ÏLÒVES WERE CHOSEN TO BE THE 
ASTRONOMERS WITH WHOM HE WOULD SHARE THE DIRECTORSHIP INSTEAD OF MEMBERS OF 
THE !CADÏMIE #ASSINI )6S CONFRÒRES WITH WHICH HE WOULD HAVE GLADLY SHARED HIS 
POST 3EEING HIS ÏLÒVES PASS FROM TRADE APPRENTICES TO SANS CULOTTES TO FULLBLOWN 
ASTRONOMERS #ASSINI )6 HELPLESSLY EXCLAIMED h7AS THIS DECISION MADE WITH THE 
INTENTION OF SANCTIONING THIS FAMOUS LEVELLING SYSTEM THIS GREAT PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY 
SO CLEARLY Ë LA MODE THESE DAYSv ! FEW DAYS LATER #ASSINI )6 RESIGNED 
!LMOST A HUNDRED YEARS AFTER #ASSINIS RESIGNATION 7OLF SIDED WITH HIM AGAINST 
hTHIS GREAT PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY SO CLEARLY Ë LA MODEv AND AGREED THAT ÏGALITÏ IN 
THE /BSERVATORY WAS DISASTROUS FOR hTHE !STRONOMICAL 2EPUBLICv &OR EXAMPLE HE 
REPRINTED AND ENDORSED A h.OTEv WRITTEN BY #ASSINI )6 THAT INCLUDED HIS PROPOSAL FOR 
REFORM AND EXPLAINED THE REASONS WHY ÏGALITÒ WAS PERNICIOUS
 EACH ASTRONOMER WOULD WANT TO WORK ON THE SIDE HAVE HIS OWN INSTRUMENTS 
AND OBSERVE HOW AND WHEN HE PLEASES 4HAT WAS PRECISELY WHAT HAPPENED BEFORE 
FROM WHICH THE NEED TO ESTABLISH ÏLÒVES AND A DIRECTOR WAS RECOGNIZED -OREOVER 
) GUARANTEE BASED ON MORE THAN ONE EXAMPLE THAT BETWEEN FOUR SAVANTS 
WHOSE POSITION AND TALENT MAKE THEM ABSOLUTELY EQUAL AMONGST THEMSELVES AND 
INDEPENDENT FROM EACH OTHER THE AGREEMENT NECESSARY FOR COMMON WORK WILL 
BE REPEATEDLY DISTURBED AND WILL SOON BECOME HARMFUL 
$URING 7OLFS ERA THE SUBORDINATION OF ÏLÒVES CONTINUED TO BE A CONTROVERSIAL 
TOPIC &OR EXAMPLE IN  THE YEAR WORKERS WON THE RIGHT TO STRIKE &AYE OF THE 
"UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES PROTESTED DURING A MEETING OF THE #ONSEIL AGAINST NAMING 
THE ASTRONOMERS hCHEFS DE DIVISIONv &AYE FOUND hTHE DESIGNATION @CHEFS DE DIVISION 
INAPPROPRIATE SINCE IT DOES NOT CONVEY THE FAMILY SPIRIT THAT SHOULD PREVAIL BETWEEN   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
THE ASTRONOMER AND HIS COLLABORATORSv !ND IN  AFTER THE #ONSEIL WAS ABLE TO 
MOMENTARILY DETHRONE ,E 6ERRIER 7OLF SENT TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL A h.OTE ON THE 
PRINCIPLES ON WHICH TO MODEL THE TYPE OF 'OVERNMENT OF AN /BSERVATORYv WHERE HE 
ACKNOWLEDGED THE DELICACY OF THE SITUATION h)N THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN A SUPERIOR 
AND A SUBORDINATE THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THEIR ROLES AND THE FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF 
CREDIT IS A DELICATE AND DIFlCULT AFFAIR %XPERIENCE HAS ALWAYS SHOWN THAT HUMAN 
NATURE HAS NOT OVERCOME THE APPROPRIATION OF THE WORK OF THE WEAK BY THE STRONGv 
7OLF FURTHERMORE HAD CLOSELY EXPERIENCED THE PERILS OF HAVING hTHE STRONGv 
APPROPRIATE HIS WORK 7HILE ,E 6ERRIER ADMIRED 7OLFS PLAN FOR THE /BSERVATORYS 
UNDERTAKINGS h- 7OLF HAS SENT ME HIS PLAN @/BSERVE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE ) AM 
PLEASED BY IT AND lND IT EXCELLENTv	 7OLF RIDICULED ,E 6ERRIERS PROPOSALS )N 
A LETTER TO THE CONTROVERSIAL -INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUE 6ICTOR $URUY HE 
WROTE h) HAVE READ ATTENTIVELY THE COPY OF - ,E 6ERRIERS LETTER WHICH YOU WANTED 
ME TO HAVE )T IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO TAKE IT SERIOUSLY ESPECIALLY THE WORKPLAN 
WHICH SHOULD BE THE GLORY OF &RANCEv 9ET DESPITE THE DIFlCULTIES IN ESTABLISHING A 
FAIR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE hPUISSANTv AND THE hPLUS FAIBLEv 7OLF DEFENDED THIS 
HIERARCHICAL DIVISION AGAINST RAMPANT ÏGALITÏ
#ASSINI )6 WANTED AN INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR IN THE OBSERVATORY hFOR THE SAME 
REASON ONE PLACES A CAPTAIN ON A SHIPv AND 7OLF ECHOED HIS PLEA )N ENDORSING 
AND REPRINTING #ASSINI )6S h.OTEv 7OLF FOUGHT FOR ANOTHER POINT WHICH FROM THEN 
ON WOULD CHARACTERIZE MODERN ASTRONOMY THE SEPARATION BETWEEN ASTRONOMERS 
AND OBSERVERS #ASSINI )6 AND 7OLF RELEGATED A WHOLE ERA IN ASTRONOMY TO 
THE PAST  AN ASTRONOMER WOULD NO LONGER NEED 'ALILEOS LYNX EYES TO MAKE 
IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES 4HE OBSERVER WAS FOR THE lRST TIME EFFECTIVELY BANNED 
FROM PURE ASTRONOMY
)N ASTRONOMY ONE DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN THE ASTRONOMER AND THE OBSERVER 
THE lRST EMBRACES ALL OF SCIENCE KNOWS AND DEEPENS ALL ITS THEORIES COLLECTS 
AND COMPARES THE FACTS THE GIVENS AND DRAWS CONCLUSIONS 4HE OBSERVER 
IS ESPECIALLY DEDICATED TO OBSERVATION IT SUFlCES TO HAVE GOOD EYES SKILL 
STRENGTH AND ENERGY
4HE TWO PRINCIPLES PRESENT IN #ASSINI )6S PROJECT FOR REORGANIZING THE /BSERVATORY 
THE NECESSITY OF A SUPERIOR AND INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY AND THE SEPARATION OF ASTRONOMERS 
FROM OBSERVERS WERE ALSO THE GUIDING RULES OF 7OLFS h!STRONOMICAL 2EPUBLICv h;)N 
THIS .OTE= #ASSINI STATES WITH CLEAR SIGHT AND AN AUTHORITY BASED ON TWENTY YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE THE TRUE PRINCIPLES OF AN OBSERVATORYS ORGANIZATIONv 7OLFS AGREEMENT 
WITH #ASSINI )6 WITH RESPECT TO THE ROLE OF SUBORDINATE OBSERVERS WAS INFORMED BY HIS 
EARLIER EXPERIENCES  AND SUCCESSES  AS AN ASTRONOMER
,)"%24²
7OLF EXPLAINED HOW THE PROBLEM OF ÏGALITÏ WAS COMPOUNDED TO THE PROBLEM OF 
THE /BSERVATORYS DEPENDENCY ON ANOTHER INSTITUTION #ASSINI )6 FOR EXAMPLE 
HAD BELIEVED THAT IN DENYING THE POSITION OF ÏLÒVES THE !CADÏMIE HAD hACTED IN 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
FAVOUR OF ITS OWN INTERESTS AND NOT OF THE SCIENCESv AND 7OLF AGREED !CCORDING TO 
7OLF PROGRESS IN ASTRONOMY WAS STUNTED TWICE IN HISTORY lRST IN THE OBSERVATORYS 
SUBJUGATION TO THE !CADÏMIE DURING THE REIGN OF THE #ASSINIS AND SECOND IN ITS 
SUBJUGATION TO THE "UREAU AFTER  4HE SOLUTION HAD TO WAIT UNTIL ITS PARTIAL 
EMANCIPATION FROM THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES STARTED IN  WITH h,E 6ERRIER 
DIRECTOR FREE FROM SUPERVISIONv 7OLF EQUATED #ASSINI )6S COUP AGAINST THE 
!CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES TO ,E 6ERRIERS STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE FROM THE "UREAU 
AND SIDED WITH THEIR HEROIC MISSION
7OLF WAS NOT ALONE IN HIS CRITICISM OF THE /BSERVATORYS RELATIONSHIP TO THE 
"UREAU ! NOTE FROM THE -INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUE WRITTEN AT THE HEIGHT OF 
,E 6ERRIERS DIRECTORSHIP ACKNOWLEDGED THE HARMFUL EFFECTS OF THE BITTER AGEOLD 
COMPETITION BETWEEN THE TWO INSTITUTIONS h4HE SITUATION BETWEEN THE "UREAU DES 
,ONGITUDES AND THE /BSERVATORY IS WELLKNOWN !FTER !RAGOS DEATH THE ANTAGONISM 
BETWEEN THE TWO ESTABLISHMENTS DID NOT LESSEN AND INSTEAD OF TURNING TO A COMMON 
GOAL AND OF GIVING EACH OTHER SUPPORT THEY WERE EXHAUSTED BY DEBATE THEY RAILED 
IN FRONT OF THE !CADÏMIE AND COMPROMISED IN FUTILE DISPUTES BOTH THE DIGNITY 
OF PERSONS AND INTERESTS WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN SAFEGUARDEDv 4HE DEBATE ON 
INDEPENDENCE STARTED DURING THE REIGN OF THE #ASSINIS WOULD CARRY ON FOR MORE 
THAN A CENTURY $EFEAT IN THE HANDS OF 'ERMANS ONLY EXACERBATED IT AND AFTER 
THE WAR 7OLF WEIGHED THE DIFFERENT OPTIONS FOR REORGANIZING THE "UREAU AND THE 
/BSERVATOIRE AND DECIDED ON LIBERTÏ )N HIS h.OTE ON THE PRINCIPLES ON WHICH TO 
MODEL THE TYPE OF 'OVERNMENT OF AN /BSERVATORYv HE WROTE h) DO NOT SEE IN THE 
ANNEXATION OF THE /BSERVATOIRE TO THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES OR MORE PRECISELY  
IN THE ABSORPTION OF THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES BY THE /BSERVATOIRE ANY ADVANTAGE 
FOR EITHER ONE OF THESE TWO INSTITUTIONSv  
7OLFS DEFENCE OF LIBERTÏ LIKE HIS DISDAIN FOR ÏGALITÏ WAS ALSO TEMPERED BY HIS 
EXPERIENCE DURING THE YEARS HE WORKED AT THE /BSERVATORY )N  WHEN ,E 6ERRIER 
CALLED 7OLF FROM HIS POST AS PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AT THE &ACULTY OF 3CIENCES OF THE 
5NIVERSITY OF -ONTPELLIER TO HEAD THE -ERIDIAN 3ERVICE OF THE /BSERVATORY AND 
TO TRAIN BEGINNER ASTRONOMERS ,E 6ERRIER WAS IN THE MIDST OF A LONG STRUGGLE 
TO LIBERATE IT FROM THE CONTROL OF THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES 4HE STRUGGLE HAD 
STARTED IN  WITH HIS APPOINTMENT AND WAS NOT COMPLETED UNTIL  WHEN 
AFTER THE ACCIDENTAL DEATH OF HIS ARCHENEMY $ELAUNAY HE WAS REINSTATED BY THE 
0RESIDENT OF THE 2EPUBLIC !DOLPHE 4HIERS WHO DESPITE hTHE PRESENT lNANCIAL 
SITUATION OF OUR UNFORTUNATE COUNTRYv WAS hVIVIDLY INTERESTED  IN 3CIENCE AND 
IN THE /BSERVATORYv 
7OLFS FOCUS ON THE DEPENDENCY OF THE /BSERVATORY AS THE CULPRIT HOLDING BACK 
THE ASTRONOMY OF THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIME CAN BE BETTER UNDERSTOOD IN THE LIGHT OF HIS 
OWN EXPERIENCE IN DEALING WITH THE "UREAU 4HE COMPETITION BETWEEN THE "UREAU 
DES ,ONGITUDES AND THE /BSERVATORY REACHED A HIGH POINT WITH RESPECT TO THE ROLE 
THAT THE TWO INSTITUTIONS SHOULD TAKE IN THE PATRIOTIC ENDEAVOUR OF DETERMINING THE 
LONGITUDES OF &RANCE )N  THE SAME YEAR 7OLF WAS CALLED BY ,E 6ERRIER TO 
WORK IN 0ARIS THE -INISTRE D²TAT ALERTED THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES TO THE FACT   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
THAT &RANCES SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS WAS URGENT SINCE 
THE 'ERMANS WERE GETTING AHEAD AND AS THE &RANCO0RUSSIAN 7AR LATER PROVED	 
NATIONAL SECURITY WAS AT STAKE )N "ERLIN THE -INISTRE D²TAT WARNED 'ENERAL 
* * "AEYER HAD ORGANIZED A CONFERENCE WITH THE $IRECTOR OF THE 6IENNESE $ÏPÙT 
DE LA 'UERRE AND MANY SAVANTS FROM 3AXONY AND !USTRIA FOR LINKING TOGETHER THE 
GEODESIC TRIANGULATIONS OF 'ERMANY AND )TALY &AYE THEN MEMBER OF THE "UREAU DES 
,ONGITUDES AND ,E 6ERRIER SEIZED THE -INISTRE D²TATS CALL TO ACTION AND STARTED THE 
hDEBATE BETWEEN ,E 6ERRIER AND &AYEv  A BITTER lGHT FOR CONTROL  
4HE DEBATE GREW MORE VICIOUS WHEN ,E 6ERRIER ACCUSED &AYE OF A FAULT IN THE 
LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS PERFORMED IN &RANCE WITH THE lRST UNDERWATER ELECTRIC 
TELEGRAPH LINKING 0ARIS AND 'REENWICH &AYE DEFENDED BOTH HIMSELF AND THE ROLE 
OF THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES IN THE AFFAIR /NE DAY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT 
THAT ,E 6ERRIER WAS TIED UP AT THE )MPERIAL 3ENATE &AYE EXPLAINED HIS POSITION AND 
WHEN ,E 6ERRIER ARRIVED LATE HE COULD NO LONGER CONTEST &AYES CLAIMS DIRECTLY 
.EVERTHELESS ,E 6ERRIER WAS PREPARED WITH ANOTHER SALVO A GENERAL EXPOSITION 
OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN ASTRONOMY WHICH INCLUDED &AYES ALLEGED MISTAKE IN THE 
0ARISn'REENWICH AFFAIR )N HIS ARTICLE ,E 6ERRIER STATED THAT hTHE IMPERFECTION OF 
OBSERVERS IS  THE PREOCCUPATION OF EVERY ASTRONOMER CONCERNED WITH PASSING ON 
DURABLE RESULTS TO HIS SUCCESSORSv AND AS THE DEBATE SHOWED THE IMPERFECTION OF 
OBSERVERS WAS ALSO THE !CHILLESS HEEL OF ANY OPPONENT &AYE RESPONDED WITH HIS 
ARTICLE h/N PHYSIOLOGICAL ERRORSv IN WHICH HE PUT FORTH HIS VIEWS ON THE PERSONAL 
EQUATION 4HE STAKES WERE HIGH A SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PERSONAL EQUATION 
WOULD SETTLE THE DEBATE AS TO WHO THE /BSERVATOIRE OR THE "UREAU SHOULD UNDERTAKE 
ONE OF THE MAJOR TASKS IN ASTRONOMY LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS 
4(% 0%23/.!, %15!4)/.
"Y INVESTIGATING 7OLFS WORK IN ASTRONOMY HIS PRONOUNCEMENT THAT #ASSINI )6 
hPRESENTED THE TRUE PRINCIPLES FOR ORGANIZING AN OBSERVATORYv CAN BE SEEN NOT 
AS A SELFEVIDENT TRUTH AS THE PREVIOUS HISTORIOGRAPHY CLAIMS	 BUT AS A HIGHLY 
CONTESTED ISSUE 4HE REEVALUATION OF #ASSINI )6 STARTED BY 7OLF AND CONTINUED 
BY LATER HISTORIANS HINGED ON HIS SUCCESSES DURING HIS YEARS AS AN ASTRONOMER 
7OLFS COMPETITION AGAINST THE "UREAU FOR EXAMPLE CAN EXPLAIN HIS DESIRE FOR 
INDEPENDENCE FROM IT AND HIS SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PERSONAL EQUATION 
 WHICH INVOLVED ESTABLISHING A DISCIPLINED CADRE OF OBSERVERS  CAN EXPLAIN 
HIS VIEWS ON ÏGALITÏ 
)N THE ACRID ATMOSPHERE OF THE ,E 6ERRIERn&AYE DEBATE 7OLF UNDERTOOK HIS 
hCLASSIC RESEARCHv ON THE PERSONAL EQUATION )N EVERY INSTANCE HE AND THEREFORE 
THE /BSERVATOIRE SIDED AGAINST &AYE AND THEREFORE AGAINST THE "UREAU 7OLFS WORK 
ON THE PERSONAL EQUATION HINGED ON AN IMPORTANT QUESTION THAT LATER OCCUPIED HIM 
IN HIS (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS THE ROLE OF OBSERVERS IN ASTRONOMY (IS 
SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PERSONAL EQUATION CONTRA &AYE INVOLVED REVIVING THE 
ANCIENNE DIVISION OF LABOUR INAUGURATED BY #ASSINI )6 
7OLF DISAGREED WITH &AYES PAPER IN TWO IMPORTANT RESPECTS THE ROLE OF DISCIPLINE 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
AND THE REPLACEMENT OF THE OBSERVER BY A PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS 4HE IDEA OF 
DISCIPLINE WAS ABSENT IN &AYE WHO BASED MOST OF HIS PAPER ON THE WORK OF THE 
3WISS ASTRONOMERS !DOLPH (IRSCH AND ²MILE 0LANTAMOUR 7HILE IN THEIR ORIGINAL 
PAPER (IRSCH AND 0LANTAMOUR SUGGESTED THAT THE PERSONAL EQUATION PRIOR TO EACH 
OBSERVATION BE MEASURED AND CORRECTED WITH THE AID OF AN INSTRUMENT USING ARTIlCIAL 
STARS &AYE DREW OTHER CONCLUSIONS )NSTEAD OF HAVING TO hDETERMINE THE ERROR OF 
ALMOST EVERY OBSERVATIONv &AYE hASKED ASTRONOMERS INSTEAD TO ELIMINATE THE HUMAN 
MACHINE WHOSE IMPERFECTIONS ARE REVEALED TO US IN AN ALARMING WAYv 7ITH ,E 
6ERRIERS ACCUSATION OF HIS PERSONAL ERROR IN THE 0ARISn'REENWICH AFFAIR STILL LOOMING 
OVER HIM &AYE CONTINUED TO PREACH THE BENElTS OF ELIMINATING THE OBSERVER  AN IDEA 
THAT HAD OCCURRED TO HIM YEARS BEFORE )N ORDER TO hELIMINATE THE HUMAN MACHINEv 
IN TIME AND LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS &AYE HAD ATTACHED A PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS 
TO THE MERIDIAN TELESCOPE "Y PRESSING A KEY PHOTOGRAPHIC lLM WAS AUTOMATICALLY 
EXPOSED AND USING AN ELABORATE CLOCKWORK THE TIME OF THE hSPONTANEOUSv EXPOSURE 
WAS REGISTERED TELEGRAPHICALLY h6OILË A COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC OBSERVATION PRODUCED 
UNDER OUR EYES BY A YOUNG APPRENTICE WHO HAD NO IDEA WHAT HE WAS DOING 7E COULD 
HAVE DONE IT WITH A MACHINEv &URTHERMORE &AYE SPECULATED HOW THE PERSONAL 
EQUATION OF AN OBSERVER COULD BE FOUND BY COMPARING THE PHOTOTELEGRAPHIC RESULTS 
AGAINST NORMAL OBSERVATIONS 9ET DESPITE SOME INITIAL SUCCESSES TECHNICAL DIFlCULTIES 
PREVENTED HIS AUTOMATIC MACHINE FROM SUCCEEDING BUT &AYE COULD STILL DREAM ABOUT 
ELIMINATING hTHE HUMAN MACHINEv IN THE NEAR FUTURE 
&OR 7OLF THE IDEA OF MECHANIZING OBSERVATIONS WAS IF ANYTHING ABSURD 
#ONTRA &AYE HE BELIEVED PHOTOGRAPHY WOULD NEVER REPLACE THE ALBEIT EXPENSIVE 
AND SOMETIMES DANGEROUSLY REVOLUTIONARY	 OBSERVERS EMPLOYED IN ASTRONOMY 
5NFORTUNATELY PHOTOGRAPHY COULD NOT SOLVE THE /BSERVATORYS CENTURYOLD LABOUR 
PROBLEMS !S 7OLF STATED IN A PAPER WRITTEN IN  PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIRECT 
OBSERVATION WOULD ALWAYS COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER h4HE TWO TYPES OF OBSERVATION 
COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER "OTH OF THEM ARE NECESSARY FOR ATTAINING AN ABSOLUTE AND 
AUTHENTIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRESENT STATE OF THE HEAVENSv 4HE FAILURE OF &AYES 
DREAM OF MECHANIZING OBSERVATION CONVINCED HIM THAT ASTRONOMY WOULD ALWAYS 
NEED OBSERVERS SUBORDINATE AND DISCIPLINED
$ISCIPLINE COULD SOLVE THE PROBLEMS MECHANIZATION COULD NOT 7OLF CONTESTED 
(IRSCH AND 0LANTAMOURS CLAIMS ON THE DANGEROUS VARIATIONS OF PERSONAL DIFFERENCES 
IN OBSERVATIONS 4HIS VARIABILITY 7OLF CLAIMED WAS DUE TO THE LACK OF EDUCATION OF 
OBSERVERS AND COULD BE ELIMINATED THROUGH A STRICT DISCIPLINARY REGIME 7OLF USED 
AN INSTRUMENT ALMOST IDENTICAL TO (IRSCH AND 0LANTAMOURS FOR A RADICALLY DIFFERENT 
PURPOSE 7HILE THEY USED IT TO MEASURE AND CORRECT FOR THE PERSONAL EQUATION 7OLF 
USED IT hFOR THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSv (IRSCH HOWEVER WAS BEWILDERED 
BY 7OLFS FOCUS ON DISCIPLINE 7HY NOT HE ASKED JUST MEASURE AND CORRECT FOR 
THE DIFFERENCES IN OBSERVATIONS AND hRESIGN ONESELF TO ACCEPT THE SLUGGISHNESS 
OF THE MIND  AS AN UNFORTUNATE CHARACTERISTIC OF EVERY ASTRONOMERS NERVOUS 
SYSTEMv $ESPITE (IRSCHS INITIAL CRITICISMS 7OLFS VIEWS ON DISCIPLINE WERE 
DEEPLY INmUENTIAL (IRSCHS THEORY WAS LATER TEMPERED BY 7OLFS WORK AND EVEN 
&AYE BELATEDLY ACKNOWLEDGED HOW DISCIPLINE  AND NOT ONLY MECHANIZATION    q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
MIGHT SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN OBSERVATION &OLLOWING 7OLF HE 
ADMITTED THAT THE PERSONAL EQUATION AFTER ALL WAS NONEXISTENT IN THE SKILLED MUSICIAN 
OR THE DISCIPLINED SOLDIER 7OLF WON THIS BATTLE VINDICATING TO SOME EXTENT #ASSINI 
)6S INSISTENCE ON THE SEPARATION BETWEEN OBSERVERS AND ASTRONOMERS (IS WORK ON 
THE PERSONAL EQUATION IN CONTRAST TO &AYES AND (IRSCHS DEFENDED THE NEED FOR 
SUBORDINATE AND DISCIPLINED ÏLÒVES
7HEN 7OLF WROTE HIS (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS HE BLAMED hINDISCIPLINEv 
AS A MAIN CAUSE BEHIND THE REVOLUTIONARY DELIRIUM THAT HAD GRIPPED #ASSINI )6S 
ÏLÒVES AND HAD PLUNGED THE /BSERVATORY INTO IMPOTENCE UNTIL ,E 6ERRIERS RESCUE )N 
THOSE REVOLUTIONARY YEARS 7OLF WROTE hINDISCIPLINE STARTED TO PENETRATE THE MIND 
OF THE ÏLÒVES INCORPORATED TO THE NATIONAL GUARD AND LURED INTO THE REVOLUTIONARY 
CLUBSv "UT BEFORE HE WROTE THESE HISTORICAL LINES 7OLF WAS THE lRST ASTRONOMER TO 
PROPOSE DISCIPLINE AS THE PANACEA FOR ELIMINATING PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN OBSERVATION 
)N BOTH INSTANCES INDISCIPLINE HAD TO BE ELIMINATED FROM ASTRONOMY 
7OLFS WORK ON THE PERSONAL EQUATION WAS NOT ONLY TIED TO HIS VIEWS ON THE 
ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR IN THE /BSERVATORY BUT IT WAS ALSO RELATED TO THE ISSUE OF 
INSTITUTIONAL INDEPENDENCE 7ITH THE PRESENTATION OF 7OLFS h)NVESTIGATIONS ON THE 
PERSONAL EQUATIONv TO THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES A DECISIVE BATTLE WAS WON IN 
THE ,E 6ERRIERn&AYE DEBATE WHICH TAINTED EVEN FURTHER THE /BSERVATOIRES UNEASY 
RELATIONSHIP TO THE "UREAU ,E 6ERRIERS PRESENTATION OF 7OLFS WORK SLYLY INCLUDED 
7OLFS CRITICISMS OF &AYES PREVIOUS PAPER ON THE PERSONAL EQUATION 
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!LTHOUGH 7OLF ADVOCATED A LONE DIRECTORSHIP AND INSTITUTIONAL INDEPENDENCE 
UNBRIDLED AUTHORITY ALSO HAD ITS DANGERS !ND ,E 6ERRIER HAD GONE TOO FAR 7OLF ALONG 
WITH MANY OTHER ASTRONOMERS FOUGHT AGAINST THE DICTATORSHIP OF ,E 6ERRIER UNTIL THEY 
SUCCEEDED IN CREATING A #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE TO CURB HIS POWER
$URING THE 3ECOND %MPIRE HOWEVER THE REPUBLICAN #ONSEIL WAS ONLY PARTIALLY 
SUCCESSFUL SINCE IT WAS POWERLESS IN THE FACE OF ,E 6ERRIERS CONSTANT BOYCOTTS 
&URTHERMORE MANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THE #ONSEILS POWERS VISËVIS THE $IRECTOR 
OF THE /BSERVATORY WERE LEFT UNANSWERED )N THE YEARS FOLLOWING ITS ESTABLISHMENT 
7OLF WORKED HARD TO CLARIFY THESE ISSUES AND TO GIVE THE #ONSEIL SUFlCIENT AUTHORITY 
4WO MAIN QUESTIONS HINGING ON THE COMMON AXIS OF AUTHORITY PLAGUED MOST OF 
THE DEBATES 4HE lRST WAS WITH RESPECT TO THE h$IRECTORS !UTHORITYv AND THE SECOND 
WITH RESPECT TO THE h)NITIATIVE 2IGHTS OF THE -EMBERS OF THE #ONSEILv ! NOTE ON 
THE h#ONTENTIOUS )SSUESv BETWEEN THE #ONSEIL AND THE /BSERVATOIRE POSED THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTION h#AN THE DIRECTOR WITHOUT APPROVAL FROM THE #ONSEIL IMPOSE 
ON THE /BSERVATORYS WORKERS CHORES OTHER THAN THOSE PRESENT IN THE GENERAL PLAN 
DECREED BY THE #ONSEILv 7ITH RESPECT TO THE SECOND ISSUE THE NOTE ASKED 
h$O THE INITIATIVE RIGHTS OF THE #ONSEILS MEMBERS INCLUDE THINGS BESIDES THE 
WORKPLAN AND THE DIVISION OF WORK $O THEY ENCOMPASS THE ADMINISTRATION 
ITSELFv 4O FURTHER COMPLICATE THESE CONTENTIOUS ISSUES ,E 6ERRIER HAD THE 
DELIBERATE STRATEGY OF NOT SHOWING UP AT THE MEETINGS OF THE #ONSEIL VOIDING 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
ALL OF ITS CONSIDERATIONS 
7ITHOUT ,E 6ERRIERS PRESENCE THE #ONSEIL WAS POWERLESS AND 7OLF COMPLAINED 
/N  *ANUARY  HE WROTE TO THE -INISTRE AND ASKED HIM TO FORCE ,E 6ERRIER TO 
COMPLY h4HE MEETINGS MINUTES HAVE NO AUTHORITY BECAUSE THEY DO NOT CARRY YOUR 
SIGNATURE 7HAT ) ASK IS FOR A DOCUMENT WRITTEN AND SIGNED BY 9OUR %XCELLENCYv 
4HE -INISTRE HIMSELF 6ICTOR $URUY EMBARKED ON A CAMPAIGN AGAINST ,E 6ERRIER 
WHOM HE DESCRIBED AS hA TEACHER BUT HE DOES NOT TEACH A GENERAL INSPECTOR BUT 
DOES NOT INSPECT A DIRECTOR BUT DIRECTS TOO MUCH ,E 6ERRIER DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THE 
MINISTER (E REFUSES TO OBEY ORDERSv 4HE SITUATION WAS UNBEARABLE AND DESPITE 
THESE PLEAS IT REMAINED UNCHANGED FOR ALMOST A YEAR 4HIS TIME 7OLF TURNED TO 
THE NEW -INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUE ²MILE 3EGRIS h9OU ALONE -ONSIEUR LE 
-INISTRE CAN ENFORCE THE 2EGULATIONS !ND ) BEG YOU  IN THE NAME OF 3CIENCE AND 
OF THE /BSERVATORY WHERE ALL OUR WORK IS FRUSTRATED BY THE $IRECTORS VICIOUSNESS  
TO DO SOMETHINGv 7OLF AND THE REST OF THE ASTRONOMERS 9VON 6ILLARCEAU (IPPOLYTE 
-ARIE$AVY AND -AURICE ,OEWY	 SIGNED A LETTER WRITTEN BY 7OLF AND SENT IT TO 
THE NEW -INISTRE WHERE THEY COMPLAINED HOW hTHE DECREE OF  !PRIL v WAS 
hREPEATEDLY VIOLATEDv AFFECTING MOST NEGATIVELY THE MERIDIAN SERVICE CHARGED WITH 
LONGITUDE AND TIME DETERMINATIONS h!MONG ALL THESE THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO FOCUS 
PARTICULARLY ON THOSE WHICH HAVE CREATED THE DISORGANIZATION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT 
SERVICE OF THE /BSERVATORY MERIDIAN TRANSIT WORKv "Y *ANUARY  HOWEVER THE 
PROTESTS FROM 7OLF AND THE OTHERS WERE BEGINNING TO HAVE AN EFFECT AND ,E 6ERRIER 
WAS STARTING TO HURT )N A LETTER TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL 7OLF WROTE h- ,E 6ERRIER 
CAN ONLY DEFEND HIMSELF THROUGH DECEPTIONv 3OON THE ASTRONOMERS WOULD TURN 
TO THEIR LAST RECOURSE THEY COLLECTIVELY THREATENED TO RESIGN UNLESS SOMETHING  
ANYTHING  WAS DONE TO CURB THE h(AUSSMANN OF THE STARSv 3HORTLY THEREAFTER AND 
IN RESPONSE TO THEIR COLLECTIVE THREAT ,E 6ERRIER WAS DETHRONED 
4HE STRUGGLE AGAINST ,E 6ERRIER ESCALATED IN TANDEM WITH THE REPUBLICAN lGHT 
AGAINST THE 3ECOND %MPIRE 6ICTOR (UGO IN HIS SCATHING CRITIC OF .APOLEON ))) WAS 
ONE OF THE lRST TO DENOUNCE THE DUO BETWEEN h.APOLÏON LE PETITv AND ,E 6ERRIER 
AND TO MOURN THE DEATH OF !RAGO WHO BY REFUSING TO SUPPORT THE NEW REGIME 
BECAME A SYMBOL OF THE FAILED REPUBLIC )N THE WORK OF 6ICTOR (UGO AND OTHERS 
THE /BSERVATORY WAS SEEN AS A THEATRE THAT MIRRORED &RENCH POLITICS AND POLITICAL 
COMPARISONS CONTINUED EVEN AFTER THE DEMISE OF THE 3ECOND %MPIRE &OR EXAMPLE 
,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE EXPLICITLY CONNECTED THE EVILS OF ,E 6ERRIER AND .APOLEON 
))) ,E 6ERRIERS DIRECTORSHIP SAID ,A REVUE WAS ESTABLISHED hACCORDING TO THE 
DICTATORIAL VALUES OF THE SECOND %MPIRE WHICH PLACED ;THE /BSERVATORY= UNDER THE 
ABSOLUTE AND UNCHECKED DOMINATION OF A DIRECTOR IMMINENTLY ENDANGERING &RENCH 
ASTRONOMYv .OT ONLY THE ASTRONOMERS BUT ALSO THE WHOLE hLIBERAL %MPIRE FELT 
IT HAD AN OBLIGATION TO DESTROYv HIS BRASSKNUCKLES REGIME 3HORTLY BEFORE THE 
0ARIS #OMMUNE AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE 3ECOND %MPIRE #HARLES $ELAUNAY REPLACED 
,E 6ERRIER 9ET A FEW YEARS LATER AFTER $ELAUNAYS UNEXPECTED DEATH THE COVETED 
POSITION WAS AGAIN VACANT 4HIS TIME WITH AMPLE SUPPORT FROM 6ERSAILLES THE #ONSEIL 
WAS POISED TO FACE ,E 6ERRIERS REAPPOINTMENT IN  5NDER THE CONTROL OF A   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
STRENGTHENED #ONSEIL THE FEARED $IRECTOR REEMERGED ONCE AGAIN AS A .APOLEON BUT 
THIS TIME AGEING AND POWERLESS 4HE EDITOR OF ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE NOW REMARKED 
h,E 6ERRIER RETURNS CONVERTED LIKE .APOLEON AFTER %LBAv 
7OLFS VIEWS ON LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION WERE COLOURED BY THE TRAGIC OUTCOME OF 
THE &RANCO0RUSSIAN 7AR SINCE THE DElCIENCY OF &RENCH SCIENCE HAD IMPLICATED 
ASTRONOMERS FOR ENDANGERING &RENCH SOVEREIGNTY )N HIS DEMANDS OF  TO THE 
3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL 7OLF URGED BOTH THE ASTRONOMICAL AND MARTIAL COMMUNITIES IN 
0ARIS TO FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE OF THE ENEMY 'ERMAN OBSERVATORIES h7HAT THEN IS 
THE PLAN TO FOLLOW IN ESTABLISHING HIERARCHICAL POSITIONS IN THE /BSERVATORY )T IS 
EXTREMELY SIMPLE AND IT EXISTS RIGHT UNDER OUR EYES IN THE 'ERMAN /BSERVATORIESv 
)N "ERLIN &RANZ %NCKES DEATH HAD SUDDENLY OPENED UP THE POST OF $IRECTOR WHICH 
WAS QUICKLY lLLED hWITH NO REVOLUTIONv BY 7ILHELM &ÚRSTER hAN UNKNOWN MAN BUT 
CHIEF ASSISTANT TO THE /BSERVATORYv 7OLF ADVOCATED THE STUDENTTODIRECTOR SUCCESSION 
AND CRITICIZED THE &RENCH WAY OF OUTSOURCING TALENT FORM THE ²COLES AND &ACULTÏS 
AS WAS THE CASE WITH ,E 6ERRIER AND AGAIN WITH HIS TEMPORARY SUCCESSOR $ELAUNAY 
)N  CRITICIZING HIS SUPERIOR THE NEWLY APPOINTED $ELAUNAY WAS CLEARLY RISKY 
FOR 7OLF BUT HE DID NOT STAY QUIET h2ECENTLY ANOTHER EXAMPLE HAS PRESENTED ITSELF 
!LTHOUGH ) HAVE LESS LIBERTY TO SPEAK OF IT ) WILL TRUST YOUR UTMOST DISCRETION AND TELL 
YOU THE WHOLE TRUTH - $ELAUNAY IS EVEN MORE OF A STRANGER THAN HIS PREDECESSOR TO 
THE SCIENCE OF OBSERVATIONv 4HE hILLEGITIMATEv SUCCESSION OF $ELAUNAY FURTHERMORE 
REPRESENTED TO 7OLF THE MAIN DANGER IN REVOLUTIONS FORGETTING THE LESSONS OF THE PAST 
h;$ELAUNAY= DOES NOT PAY ATTENTION TO THE LESSONS OF THE PAST ! SINGLE THOUGHT SEEMS 
TO DOMINATE HIM DESTROY EVERYTHING DONE BY - ,E 6ERRIERv
&RENCH DEFEAT MADE THE REORGANIZATION OF THE ARMY IMMINENT AND IN THIS RESPECT 
7OLF ALSO MADE SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE /BSERVATORYS ORGANIZATION (E SUGGESTED 
THAT THE /BSERVATORY FOLLOW THE ARMY IN ITS HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE AND THUS IN 
INSTITUTING LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION !STRONOMERS 7OLF CLAIMED HAD PIONEERED IN 
ESTABLISHING THE HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION LATER USED IN THE ARMY AND 7OLF CONTINUED 
TO PREACH ITS BENElTS h;4HE HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION= EXISTED IN THE /BSERVATORY 
BEFORE IT WAS ADOPTED BY THE ARMYv
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4HE DANGER IN HAVING DIRECTORS ARRIVE WITH REVOLUTIONS SUCH AS ,E 6ERRIER AND 
$ELAUNAY WAS THAT THEY WOULD DO EVERYTHING IN THEIR POWER TO DESTROY WHAT 
CAME BEFORE THEM %VEN OBSERVATIONS DONE IN ONE REGIME WOULD SOMETIMES BE 
UNTRANSLATABLE IN THE NEXT ONE "Y MIDCENTURY ASTRONOMERS ALL OVER %UROPE WERE 
WELL AWARE THAT DIFFERENT OBSERVERS SAW DIFFERENTLY AND TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM 
THEY RECOMMENDED THAT OBSERVERS TRY TO IMITATE THE OBSERVATIONS OF A PARTICULAR 
ASTRONOMER 4HIS SOLUTION HOWEVER MADE IT DIFlCULT TO COMPARE OBSERVATIONS ACROSS 
TIME 7OLF SOLVED THIS PROBLEM BY CREATING A PERSONAL EQUATION MACHINE WHICH USED 
ARTIlCIAL STARS TO TRAIN OBSERVERS IN THE MERIDIAN TRANSIT WORK USED FOR DETERMINING 
LONGITUDES )NSTEAD OF TRYING TO CALIBRATE THEIR OBSERVATIONS AGAINST THOSE OF ANOTHER 
ASTRONOMER OBSERVERS COULD INSTEAD CALIBRATE THEMSELVES AGAINST 7OLFS APPARATUS 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
7HY SHOULD OBSERVERS CALIBRATE THEIR OBSERVATIONS AGAINST A PERSON IF THEY COULD 
CALIBRATE THEM AGAINST A MACHINE 7ITH 7OLFS ARTIlCIAL STAR APPARATUS AN hABSOLUTEv 
MACHINE STANDARD COULD REPLACE THE PREVIOUSLY hRELATIVEv PERSONAL EQUATIONS THE 
ABSOLUTE PERSONAL EQUATION WAS LATER RENAMED hREACTION TIMEv BY 3IGMUND %XNER	 
!FTER MONTHS OF TRAINING WITH ARTIlCIAL STARS OBSERVERS COULD DECREASE THEIR PERSONAL 
EQUATIONS UNTIL THEY NEARLY REACHED AN ABSOLUTE ZERO VALUE 7OLF ASKED h3HOULDNT 
YOUNG ASTRONOMERS TRY TO IMITATE THE ESTIMATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMER CONSIDERED 
MOST PERFECT LIKE THEY SHOULD TRY TO REACH THEIR ABSOLUTE ZERO CORRECTION ONCE IT IS 
KNOWNv 4HE EDUCATION OF ASTRONOMERS WITH HIS APPARATUS WOULD REMAIN FOR 7OLF 
OF PRIME IMPORTANCE AND HIS METHOD WAS SOON IMITATED WORLDWIDE 
)N HIS RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE -INISTRE ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THE /BSERVATORY 
7OLF PREACHED HOW hAN OBSERVATORY SHOULD BE A SCHOOL FOR ASTRONOMERS  IN 
FACT OUTSIDE OF AN OBSERVATORY IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FORM OBSERVERSv 4HE ²COLES 
AND &ACULTÏS COULD CERTAINLY TRAIN GEOMETERS TO OCCUPY THEMSELVES WITH CELESTIAL 
MECHANICS LIKE ,E 6ERRIER AND $ELAUNAY BUT hTHAT WHICH MAKES AN ASTRONOMER IS 
THE TELESCOPEv !N UNSIGNED ARTICLE APPEARING IN ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE SHOWING 
CLEAR MARKS OF 7OLFS AUTHORSHIP	 REPEATED HIS RECOMMENDATIONS VERBATIM h4HE 
.ATIONAL /BSERVATORY SHOULD BE lRST AND FOREMOST A SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMYv 
4HIS SAME ARTICLE NOT COINCIDENTALLY ALSO ADVOCATED THE USE OF 7OLFS PERSONAL 
EQUATION APPARATUS FOR THE EDUCATION OF ASTRONOMERS !ND MOST IMPORTANTLY 
IT CLAMOURED FOR THE ELIMINATION OF PERSONALITY IN OBSERVATIONS AS WELL AS IN 
ADMINISTRATION hTHE DESIDERATUM IS TO HAVE AN ORGANIZATION WHICH WILL RUN THE 
OBSERVATORY INDEPENDENTLY OF ANY PERSONALITYv 
)N ORDER TO HAVE THE /BSERVATORY BE hINDÏPENDANTE DE TOUTE PERSONNALITÏv 7OLF 
WORKED HARD TO CREATE BRIDGES LINKING THE DIFFERENT REGIMES THROUGH WHICH HE LIVED 
(IS INSISTENCE ON RECRUITING DIRECTORS FROM THE BEST ÏLÒVES WAS ONE WAY OF HAVING 
LEGITIMATE SUCCESSIONS AND OF ELIMINATING HARMFUL REVOLUTIONS %STABLISHING A STRONG 
#ONSEIL TO SURVEY THE DIRECTORS INITIATIVES WOULD ALSO GUARANTEE CONTINUITY FROM ONE 
REGIME TO THE NEXT (IS INSISTENCE ON PEDAGOGY BASED LARGELY ON HIS ARTIlCIAL STAR 
MACHINE COULD ASSURE A CERTAIN STANDARD IN THE EDUCATION OF ÏLÒVES WHO IN TURN 
WOULD ONE DAY BE IN CHARGE OF RUNNING THE OBSERVATORY &INALLY HIS ARTIlCIAL STAR 
MACHINE COULD MAKE OBSERVATIONS TRANSLATABLE IN DIFFERENT ADMINISTRATIONS
$ESPITE 7OLFS OWN ATTEMPT TO ALLY HIS THOUGHTS WITH THOSE OF #ASSINI )6 
IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES REMAINED 7HILE 7OLF WANTED A STRONG DIRECTOR AND SUBORDINATE 
OBSERVERS Ë LA #ASSINI )6 HIS VIEWS ON ACHIEVING LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION WERE 
DECIDEDLY ORIGINAL 4URNING THE /BSERVATORY INTO A MILITARY STYLE hSCHOOL FOR 
!STRONOMERSv AND NOT MECHANIZING OBSERVATIONS AS IN &AYE	 FOR EXAMPLE WOULD 
HELP ESTABLISH LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION AND SOLVE THE hGREAT DIFFICULTY IN FINDING 
AND RECRUITING PERSONNELv (IS PERSONAL EQUATION MACHINE LAY AT THE HEART OF 
AN ASTRONOMERS EDUCATION AND THEREFORE IT CONSTITUTED AN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF 
LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION 7ITH HIS APPARATUS OBSERVATIONS COULD BE CALIBRATED AGAINST 
A lXED STANDARD AND NOT AGAINST THE BEST OBSERVER )N THIS WAY ACCORDING TO 7OLF	 
THE hPERSONALITYv OF OBSERVATIONS COULD BE ELIMINATED "Y TURNING THE /BSERVATORY   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
INTO A SCHOOL FOR ASTRONOMERS WITH THE HELP OF HIS PERSONAL EQUATION MACHINE 
7OLF COULD hRUN THE OBSERVATORY INDEPENDENTLY OF ANY PERSONALITYv GUARANTEEING 
OBJECTIVITY LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION AND CONTINUITY 
#/.#,53)/.
7OLFS EXPERIENCE AS AN ASTRONOMER LED HIM TOWARDS THE END OF HIS LIFE TO SIDE 
WHOLEHEARTEDLY WITH #ASSINI )6 (IS DEFENCE FOR #ASSINI )6 WAS IN MANY WAYS 
REVOLUTIONARY !S THE TORTURED HISTORIOGRAPHY SHOWS #ASSINI )6S POPULARITY DROPPED 
DRAMATICALLY DURING THE lRST HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 4HIS DROP FURTHERMORE 
WAS ACCOMPANIED BY VIEWS  DIFFERING RADICALLY FROM #ASSINI )6  ON HOW TO 
CONDUCT AN OBSERVATORY 4HESE VIEWS DOMINATED THE TIMES AND JUSTIlED MORE THAN 
A COLD SHOULDER TOWARDS THE #ASSINIS #ASSINI )6S EMERGENCE AS A HERO IN 7OLFS 
 WORK MARKED A VICTORY IN A PROLONGED STRUGGLE FOR lNDING THE CORRECT WAY 
TO RUN AN OBSERVATORY "EFORE 7OLF PUBLISHED HIS BOOK CONSENSUS ON THIS ISSUE 
WAS HARD TO COME BY AND CONTRADICTORY OPINIONS WERE RAMPANT )N MANY WAYS 
7OLFS h2ÏPUBLIQUE !STRONOMIQUEv ENCOUNTERED THE SAME PROBLEMS AS THE LARGER 
&RENCH 2EPUBLIC 4O ESTABLISH THE h2EPUBLIC OF !STRONOMYv 7OLF ADVOCATED A 
STRONG #ONSEIL THAT WOULD CURB THE .APOLEONIC TENDENCIES OF THE /BSERVATORYS 
DIRECTORS !ND MOST IMPORTANTLY 7OLFS WORK AS AN ASTRONOMER PERMITTED HIS VIEWS 
ON THE /BSERVATORYS ORGANIZATION TO BECOME DOMINANT
4HE TYPE OF OBJECTIVITY THAT EMERGED VICTORIOUS IN 7OLF WAS CHARACTERIZED BY 
#ASSINI )6S IDEAL OF A SINGLE EYE 7HEN #ASSINI )6 ARGUED FOR ÏLÒVES HE ENVISAGED 
AN ORGANIZATION THAT WOULD HAVE A SINGLE DISEMBODIED EYE EMERGE FROM ALL EYES h 
A COMPLETE AND PERPETUAL COURSE OF OBSERVATIONS MADE  BY OBSERVERS WHO UNITED 
UNDER ONE DIRECTOR SHOULD NATURALLY HAVE THE SAME METHOD THE SAME TENETS AND 
SO TO SPEAK THE SAME EYEv #ASSINI )6S hSAME EYEv CHARACTERIZED 7OLFS IDEAL 
OF A SOVEREIGN OBJECTIVITY 4HIS IDEAL FOR EXAMPLE WAS CONSISTENT WITH HIS WORK 
ON PHOTOGRAPHY AND ON PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN OBSERVATION !CCORDING TO 7OLF 
ASTRONOMERS WOULD ALWAYS NEED OBSERVERS SUBORDINATE AND DISCIPLINED 4HESE 
OBSERVERS FURTHERMORE INSTEAD OF CALIBRATING THEIR OBSERVATIONS AGAINST THOSE 
OF A SUPERIOR SHOULD CALIBRATE THEM AGAINST HIS PERSONAL EQUATION MACHINE 
!LONG WITH ELIMINATING THE hPERSONALITYv IN OBSERVATIONS IN THIS WAY TRAINING 
STUDENTS TO BECOME DIRECTORS WOULD SOLVE IN THE /BSERVATORY THE PROBLEM THAT 
PLAGUED THE REST OF &RANCE LEGITIMATE SUCCESSION 7ITH 7OLFS SUCCESSES IN THE 
/BSERVATORY THE !NCIEN 2ÏGIMES hSAME EYEv WAS ABLE TO REEMERGE BUT THIS 
TIME lT FOR A REPUBLIC
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) WISH TO THANK -ARIO "IAGIOLI FOR ENCOURAGEMENT AND ADVICE THE PARTICIPANTS 
OF THE 0RINCETON(ARVARD (ISTORY OF THE 0HYSICAL 3CIENCES  MEETING IN 
PARTICULAR 0ETER 'ALISON .ORTON 7ISE AND /WEN 'INGERICH AND THE REFEREES 
OF (ISTORY OF SCIENCE4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
2%&%2%.#%3
!BBREVIATIONS !.  !RCHIVES .ATIONALES !/0  !RCHIVES /BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS !!3  !RCHIVES DE 
  L!CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES 03"  0REUISCHER 3TAATSBIBLIOTHEK ZU "ERLIN
  -ORET ,E 0ARLEMENT  *ANUARY  !LL TRANSLATIONS FROM THE &RENCH ARE MINE
  6ICTOR (UGO .APOLEON THE ,ITTLE .EW 9ORK 	 
  *ACQUES 2 ,ÏVY h#HARLES *OSEPH ²TIENNE 7OLFv $ICTIONARY OF SCIENTIFIC BIOGRAPHY XIV 
.EW 9ORK 	  &OR OTHER ACCOUNTS OF THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY DURING THIS PERIOD SEE 
2AYMONDE "ARTHALOT h,/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS (ISTOIRE SCIENCE POLITIQUE n	v 
0H$ DISS 5NIVERSITÏ DE 0ARIS 	 AND 3EYMOUR , #HAPIN h4HE VICISSITUDES OF A 
SCIENTIlC INSTITUTION ! DECADE OF CHANGE AT THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORYv *OURNAL FOR THE HISTORY 
OF ASTRONOMY XXI 	 n
  &OR BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SEE h- #HARLES 7OLF ET LA LONGÏVITÏ ASTRONOMIQUEv "ULLETIN DE 
LA 3OCIÏTÏ !STRONOMIQUE DE &RANCE ET REVUE MENSUELLE DASTRONOMIE DE MÏTÏOROLOGIE ET DE 
PHYSIQUE DU GLOBE XXXII 	 n 0AUL 0AINLEVÏ h-ÏMOIRES ET COMMUNICATIONS DES 
MEMBRES ET DES CORRESPONDANTS DE L!CADÏMIEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES CLXVII ISSUE 
OF  *ULY  n 'UILLAUME "IGOURDAN h.OTICE SUR LA VIE ET TRAVAUX DE - #H 7OLFv 
IBID n ,ÏVY OP CIT REF 	 
 !N EARLIER ANONYMOUS ARTICLE ALREADY HINTED AT HOW #ASSINI )6S hGRANDS SERVICESv WERE 
hMALHEUREUSEMENT SI MAL RÏCOMPENSÏSv 3INCE THIS ARTICLE REEVALUATES #ASSINI )6 AND SINCE IT 
DEALS EXTENSIVELY WITH THE DANGER IN REVOLUTIONS ) BELIEVE IT WAS WRITTEN BY 7OLF ;#HARLES 7OLF= 
h(ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARISv ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE IX 	 n
  #HARLES 7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL h.OTE SUR LES PRINCIPES QUI DRIVENT RÏGLER LE MODE 
DU 'OUVERNEMENT DUN /BSERVATOIREv  -ARCH  !. & FOLDER /RGANISATION 
 $ECRET DU  MARS	 
  -ETHODOLOGICALLY THIS PAPER IS INDEBTED TO -ARIO "IAGIOLI h4HE 3CIENTIlC 2EVOLUTION IS UNDEADv 
#ONlGURATIONS VI 	 n
  &OR THE PERSONAL EQUATION SEE 3IMON 3CHAFFER h!STRONOMERS MARK TIME $ISCIPLINE AND THE 
PERSONAL EQUATIONv 3CIENCE IN CONTEXT II 	 n AND *IMENA #ANALES h%XIT THE FROG 
ENTER THE HUMAN 0HYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY IN NINETEENTH CENTURY ASTRONOMYv 
4HE "RITISH JOURNAL FOR THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE IN PRESS	
  #HARLES 7OLF (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS DE SA FONDATION Ë  0ARIS 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 P IX
  7OLFS VIEWS ON HOW TO MANAGE THE /BSERVATORY WERE NOT ONLY HIS THE ASTRONOMER h- 9VON 
6ILLARCEAU LES PARTAGE ENTIÒREMENT ET CE QUE JE VIS DIRE NEST QUE LE RÏSUMÏ DE FRÏQUENTES 
CONVERSATIONS QUE JAI EUES AVEC LUIv ! REVIEW OF 7OLFS hHISTOIRE VÏRIDIQUE ET IMPARTIALEv IN 
THE 2EVUE DES DEUX MONDES SUPPORTED THE MAIN POINTS OF THE BOOK THE DEFENCE OF #ASSINI 
)6 AND THE NEED FOR AN INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR 3IMILARLY A REVIEW IN ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE LAUDED 
7OLFS REEVALUATION OF #ASSINI )6 ,ATER IN  THE ASTRONOMER -AURICE ,OEWY STILL REPEATED 
7OLFS VIEWS WHEN DEBATING ON THE ORGANIZATION OF OTHER OBSERVATORIES 4HE lRST POINT HE 
RECOMMENDED WAS TO FOLLOW 0ARIS IN ITS hSITUATION MORALEv OF HAVING AN hAUTORITÏ 3CIENTIlQUE 
AUTONOMEv AND IN TEMPERING THE DIRECTOR WITH hUN #ONSEIL UNIQUE ÏTABLI SUR DES BASES ANALOGUES 
Ë CELLES DU #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARISv &OR ,OEWY THE PRESTIGE hACQUIS AUJOURDHUIv OF 
THE 0ARIS /BSERVATORY hPROUVE QUE LE RÏGIME ACTUEL TOUT EN SOUMETTANT LA GESTION ADMINISTRATIVE 
ET SCIENTIlQUE AU CONTRÙLE DUN #ONSEIL PERMANENT LUI A ÏTÏ DES PLUS PROlTABLEv (IS SECOND 
MAIN POINT ALSO PRESENT IN 7OLF	 WAS WITH RESPECT TO DEFENDING THE CONSTANT FUNDING WHICH 
PERMITTED THE hTRAVAUX DE LONGUE HALEINE QUIL A POUR MISSION SPÏCIALE DACCOMPLIRv %DOUARD 
$OUBLET CONTINUED 7OLFS DEFENCE OF THE #ASSINIS IN HIS (ISTOIRE DE LASTRONOMIE 0ARIS 	   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
!FTER CITING 7OLFS SUPPORT $OUBLET ALSO CONDEMNED THE UNFAIR PORTRAYAL OF #ASSINI ) h,E 
REPROCHE DE CHARLATANISME EST DONC FORT INJUSTE ET SEXPLIQUE PAR LA RANCUNE QUON VOUA Ë SES 
DESCENDANTS LORSQUE LA DIRECTION DE L/BSERVATOIRE LEUR FUT CONlÏEv 7HEN WRITING ABOUT THE 
#ASSINIS $OUBLET REPEATED 7OLFS CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE NEED FOR A DIRECTOR h.OUS AVONS DIT 
QUE L/BSERVATOIRE DANS SON ORGANISATION PRIMITIVE NAVAIT PAS DE DIRECTEUR ET NOUS AVONS FAIRE 
VOIR LES INCONVÏNIENTS QUI EN RÏSULTAIENTv &ROM THE TIME OF ITS PUBLICATION 7OLFS (ISTOIRE LEFT 
A PROFOUND MARK IN THE HISTORIOGRAPHY EVEN TO THIS DAY 3EYMOUR , #HAPINS HISTORY OF THE 
/BSERVATORY DURING THE 2EVOLUTION PUBLISHED IN  FOR EXAMPLE RELIED SQUARELY ON 7OLFS 
ACCOUNT WHICH HE CALLED hTHE MOST FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF THE /BSERVATORYv ,IKE PREVIOUS 
AUTHORS HE ALSO UNCRITICALLY ACCEPTED 7OLFS RECOMMENDATIONS 7OLFS DEFENCE OF #ASSINI 
)6 WAS ALSO PRESENT IN #HAPIN &OR EXAMPLE ABOUT #ASSINI )6S PROJECT FOR IMPROVING THE 
OBSERVATORY #HAPIN WROTE h IT IS CLEAR THAT #ASSINI )6S PROJECT WOULD HAVE lLLED A GAP IN 
&RENCH ASTRONOMYv !ND LATER SPEAKING ABOUT THE DIVISION OF LABOUR THAT #ASSINI WANTED TO 
INSTITUTE IN THE OBSERVATORY #HAPIN AGAIN REMARKED h)N THE MAIN #ASSINI SEEMS TO HAVE 
BEEN CORRECTv 3IMILARLY IN HIS DOCTORAL THESIS 2AYMONDE "ARTHALOT ALSO AGREED WITH #ASSINIS 
VIEWS ON INEQUALITY WHICH HE BELIEVED WERE BASED ON AN hARGUMENTATION IRRÏFUTABLEv )N 
CONTRAST TO #HAPIN ET AL IN THIS PAPER ) QUESTION 7OLFS MOTIVATIONS FOR REVIVING #ASSINI )6S 
-ÏMOIRES AND DEFENDING HIS VIEWS 7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	  h#AUSERIE 
BIBLIOGRAPHIQUEv REVIEW OF (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS DE SA FONDATION Ë  BY 
#HARLES 7OLF ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE XVII 	 n h(ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS 
DE SA FONDATION Ë  PAR - # 7OLFv REVIEW OF (ISTOIRE DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS DE 
SA FONDATION  BY #HARLES 7OLF 2EVUE DES DEUX MONDES VIII 	 INSIDE BACK COVER 
-AURICE ,OEWY h.OTE PRÏSENTÏE PAR - ,OEWY SUR LE PROJET DORGANISATION DES /BSERVATOIRES 
!STRONOMIQUES SOUMIT Ë LA 2ÏUNION CONVOQUÏE PAR - LE -INISTRE DEL)NSTRUCTION PUBLIQUEv 
 $ECEMBER  !/0 -3  #ARTON .O  )n! /RGANISATION 'ÏNÏRAL n n 
%DOUARD $OUBLET (ISTOIRE DE LASTRONOMIE 0ARIS 	 n  #HAPIN OP CIT REF 	 
 N    "ARTHALOT OP CIT REF 	 
  *EAN $OMINIQUE #ASSINI -ÏMOIRES POUR SERVIR Ë LHISTOIRE DES SCIENCES ET Ë CELLE DE L/BSERVATOIRE 
2OYAL DE 0ARIS 0ARIS 	 P VIII
  &ONTENELLE h.OTE LUE PAR - LABBÏ "IGNON Ë LASSEMBLÏE PUBLIQUE DE L!CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCE 
LE  NOVEMBRE  APRÒS LA LECTURE DE LÏLOGE DE *$ #ASSINI PAR - DE &ONTENELLE 
SECRÏTAIREv CITED IN #ASSINI OP CIT REF 	 n #ONDORCET h.OTE LUE Ë LA RENTRÏE 
PUBLIQUE DE L!CADÏMIE LE  NOVEMBRE  PAR - LE MARQUIS DE #ONDORCET SECRÏTAIREv 
CITED IN #ASSINI OP CIT REF 	 n
  *OSEPH *ÏRÙME LE &RANÎAIS DE ,ALANDE !STRONOMIE 0ARIS 	 I  CITED IN *EAN "APTISTE 
*OSEPH $ELAMBRE (ISTOIRE DE LASTRONOMIE MODERNE 0ARIS 	 II 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  #ASSINI OP CIT REF 	 n
  #HAPIN OP CIT REF 	 n
  *OSEPH *ÏRÙME ,E &RANÎAIS DE ,ALANDE "IBLIOGRAPHIE ASTRONOMIQUE AVEC LHISTOIRE DE 
LASTRONOMIE DEPUIS  JUSQUË  0ARIS AN 8) ;=	  CITED IN #HAPIN OP 
CIT REF 	 
  4HE NEW "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES WAS FORMED BY ,AGRANGE AND ,APLACE AS GEOMETERS ,ALANDE 
#ASSINI -ECHAIN AND $ELAMBRE AS ASTRONOMERS "ORDA AND "OUGAINVILLE AS RETIRED NAVIGATORS 
"UACHE AS GEOGRAPHER AND #AROCHER AS INSTRUMENTMAKER %ACH OF THE ASTRONOMERS SUPERVISED 
ONE OF FOUR hASTRONOMES ADJOINTSv 3EE (ENRI 'RÏGOIRE 2APPORT SUR LÏTABLISSEMENT DU "UREAU 
DES ,ONGITUDES SUIVI DU DÏCRET DE LA #ONVENTION NATIONALE 0ARIS AN ))) ;=	
  $ELAMBRE OP CIT REF 	 
  5RBAIN ,E 6ERRIER h2APPORT SUR L/BSERVATOIRE )MPERIAL DE 0ARIS ET PROJET DORGANISATIONv 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
!NNALES DE L/BSERVATOIRE )MPÏRIAL DE 0ARIS -ÏMOIRES I 	  CITED IN 7OLF OP 
CIT REF 	  &RANÎOIS !RAGO /EUVRES 0ARIS 	 III CITED IN 7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
 7OLF OP CIT REF 	 P VIII
  2ODOLPHE 2ADAU h,/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS DEPUIS SA FONDATIONv 2EVUE DES DEUX MONDES 
LXXIII 	 n
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	  &OR #ASSINI )6S CONmICT WITH THE GENEOLOGISTS SEE "ARTHALOT OP 
CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  h0ROCÒSVERBAUX DES SÏANCES DE L!CADÏMIEv CITED IN 7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	  #ASSINI )6S PROPOSAL WAS ACCEPTED ON  &EBRUARY 
 !LEXIS DE 4OCQUEVILLE h3OUVENIRSv IN $E LA DÏMOCRATIE EN !MÏRIQUE SOUVENIRS ,!NCIEN 2ÏGIME 
ET LA 2ÏVOLUTION 0ARIS 	 
  *EAN $OMINIQUE #ASSINI h,ETTER TO ,EBRUNv CITED IN 7OLF OP CIT REF 	  4HE SALARIES OF THE 
ÏLÒVES WERE   AND  LIVRES WITH A BONUS OF  LIVRES FOR ONE OF THEM 
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  &OR THE ROLE PLAYED BY ,AKANAL WITH RESPECT TO THE OBSERVATORY SEE *OHN #HARLES $AWSON ,AKANAL 
THE 2EGICIDE 5NIVERSITY !LA 	 n
  4HIS NEW REGULATION WAS PRECEDED BY THE ABOLITION OF THE !CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES ON  !UGUST 
 AND BY THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ÏGALITÏ AMONG THE PROFESSORS OF THE *ARDIN DES 0LANTES 
ON  *UNE 
  #ASSINI OP CIT REF 	 
  #ASSINI )6 RESIGNED ON  3EPTEMBER  (E WAS REPLACED WITH A MAN WHO ALTHOUGH HE LATER 
PROVED HIMSELF COMPETENT AT THAT TIME HAD ONLY OCCUPIED HIMSELF WITH ASTRONOMY FOR SIX MONTHS 
*EAN 0ERNY DE 6ILLENEUVE (E WAS TEMPORARY DIRECTOR OF THE OBSERVATORY AND WAS LATER REPLACED 
BY .OUET "OUQUIER AND "OUVARD )N  THE #ONVENTION .ATIONALE PLACED THE /BSERVATORY 
UNDER THE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES WITH ,ALANDE AS ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
  *ACQUES $OMINIQUE #ASSINI h0ROJET DORGANISATION ET DE DÏCRET POUR L/BSERVATOIRE .ATIONAL 
COMMUNIQUÏ AU #OMITÏ D)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUEv IN -ÏMOIRES POUR SERVIR Ë LHISTOIRE DES 
SCIENCES ET Ë CELLE DE L/BSERVATOIRE 2OYAL DE 0ARIS 0ARIS 	 n 2EPRINTED IN 
7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  %VEN THE NAME GIVEN TO THE hÏLÒVESv HAS A HISTORY OF CONTROVERSY 4HE 2ÒGLEMENT DE L!CADÏMIE OF 
 *ANUARY  FOR EXAMPLE INSTITUTED THREE hASTRONOMES PENSIONNAIRESv * $ #ASSINI 0H 
$E LA (IRE ,EFÒVRE	 THREE hASSOCIÏSv 'ABRIEL 0HILIPPE DE LA (IRE *ACQUES #ASSINI -ARALDI	 
AND THREE hÏLÒVESv -ONTI AND LATER 'UILLAUME $ELISLE FOR #ASSINI AND ,IEUTAUD FOR 0H DE 
LA (IRE	 )N  THE !CADÏMIE SUPPRESSED THE POSITION OF THE hÏLÒVESv AND INSTITUTED TWELVE 
RENAMED hADJOINTSv	 FOR ALL OF THE !CADÒMIE TWO FOR EACH OF THE SIX DEPARTMENTS OF SCIENCE 
4HE TWO ADJOINT ASTRONOMERS WERE *ACQUES ,IEUTAUD AND *OSEPH .ICOLAS hLE CADETv $ELISLE 
,ATER THE NAME OF hÏLÒVESv WAS CHANGED AGAIN AND REPLACED WITH hPROFESSEURSv 3EE 7OLF 
OP CIT REF 	 n  (ERVÏ &AYE h0ROCÒSVERBAUX DU #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIREv 
 -AY  !/0 -3  I 
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  ,E 6ERRIER TO THE -INISTRE  $ECEMBER  !. & FOLDER #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE   q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
!RRÐTÏ DU  AVRIL  EN EXECUTION DU DECRET DU  AVRIL 
  #HARLES 7OLF TO THE -INISTRE  $ECEMBER  !. & FOLDER #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE 
!RRÐTÏ DU  AVRIL  EN EXECUTION DU DECRET DU  AVRIL  6ICTOR $URUY THE CONTROVERSIAL 
-INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUE FOR MOST OF THE 3ECOND %MPIRE RESIGNED HIS POST ON  *ULY 
 AND ²MILE 3EGRIS lLLED THE VACANT POST 5NDER THE NEW -INISTRE ,E 6ERRIER AND 7OLF 
WOULD CONTINUE TO DISAGREE &OR EXAMPLE ,E 6ERRIER PREVENTED 7OLF FROM SEEING THE  TRANSIT 
OF 6ENUS IN *APAN 7OLF COMPLAINED h-A POSITION VIS Ë VIS DE LOBSERVATOIRE ET DE M ,E 6ERRIER 
EST ENTIÒREMENT DÏLICATEv ,E 6ERRIER INSISTED 7OLF SHOULD NOT LEAVE #HARLES 7OLF  &EBRUARY 
 !!3 DOSSIER h# 7OLFv LETTRES n	 FOLDER   ,E 6ERRIER TO *EAN "APTISTE $UMAS 
-EMBRE DE L)NSTITUT  &EBRUARY  !!3 DOSSIER h# 7OLFv LETTRES n	 FOLDER  
LETTRE DE ,E 6ERRIER 	 CONmIT AU SUJET DE SON DÏPART
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  #ASSINI OP CIT REF 	 n 2EPRINTED IN 7OLF OP CIT REF 	  ITALICS MINE
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  #ASSINI )6 $ !/0 CITED IN 7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  -INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 0UBLIQUE h.OTEv  .OVEMBER  !. & FOLDER #OMISSION 
INSTITUÏ PAR LARRÐTÏ DU  OCTOBRE  3EE ALSO % 2ANK h2EVUE DES SCIENCESv 2EVUE DES 
DEUX MONDES LXXXV 	 n
  3EE THE LATER ARTICLE h! QUOI SERT LE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDESv ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE X 	 
n 4HREE WEEKS AFTER THIS ARTICLE WAS PUBLISHED 0 "ERT PROFESSOR AT THE &ACULTÏ DES 
3CIENCES DE 0ARIS AND DEPUTY OF 9ONNE BROUGHT THE QUESTION OF SUPPRESSING THE "UREAU DES 
,ONGITUDES TO THE .ATIONAL !SSEMBLY 3EE h#HRONIQUE SCIENTIlQUEv ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE 
X 	 
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  ,ETTER FROM "ARTHELEMY 3T (ILAIRE TO #HARLES $ELAUNAY 6ERSAILLES  $ECEMBER  !/0 -3 
 #ARTON .O  )n! n "ARTHELEMY 3T (ILAIRE WAS CHARGED TO SEND $ELAUNAYS LETTERS TO 
THE 0RESIDENT OF THE 2EPUBLIC !DOLPHE 4HIERS
  (ERVÏ &AYE h2APPORT VERBAL SUR LE 0ROTOCOLE DE LA #ONFÏRENCE GÏODÏSIQUE TENUE Ë "ERLIN EN 
AVRIL  0ROTOCOLE ADRESSÏ Ë L!CADÏMIE PAR - LE -INISTRE D²TAT	v #OMPTES RENDUS 
HEBDOMADAIRES LV 	 n
  5RBAIN ,E 6ERRIER h2EMARQUESv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LV 	 n (ERVÏ &AYE 
h2ÏPONSE AUX OBSERVATIONS DE - ,E 6ERRIER RELATIVEMENT Ë UN 2APPORT LU DANS LA SÏANCE 
PRÏCÏDENTE SUR LES ENTREPISES GÏODÏSIQUES EN !LLEMAGNEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES 
LVI 	 n #HARLES $ELAUNAY h3UR LA GÏODESIE FRANÎAISE ET SUR LE RÙLE QUY ONT JOUÏ 
L!CADÏMIE DES 3CIENCES ET LE "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES n .OTE LUE Ë LOCCASION DU DÏBAT ENTRE 
-- ,E 6ERRIER ET &AYEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LVI 	 n 
  (ERVÏ &AYE h2ÏPONSE Ë UNE INCULPATION DE - ,E 6ERRIER RELATIVEMENT Ë LA PART QUE - &AYE A 
PRISE Ë LA DÏTERMINATION DE LA DIFFÏRENCE DE LONGITUDE ENTRE ,ONDRES ET 0ARISv #OMPTES RENDUS 
HEBDOMADAIRES LVI 	 n (ERVÏ &AYE h2ÏPONSE Ë LA PARTIE SCIENTIlQUE DES DEUX 
DERNIERS ARTICLES DE - ,E 6ERRIERv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LVI 	 n
  5RBAIN ,E 6ERRIER h$E LINFLUENCE DES ERREURS SYSTÏMATIQUES DANS QUELQUES RECHERCHES 
DASTRONOMIEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LVI 	 n
  ,E 6ERRIER OP CIT REF 	 
  (ERVÏ &AYE h3UR LES ERREURS DORIGINE PHYSIOLOGIQUEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LIX 
	 n
  "IGOURDAN OP CIT REF 	 n
  #HARLES 7OLF h2ECHERCHES SUR LÏQUATION PERSONNELLE DANS LES OBSERVATIONS DE PASSAGES SA 4(% 3).',% %9%    q   
DÏTERMINATION ABSOLUE SES LOIS ET SON ORIGINEv !NNALES DE L/BSERVATOIRE )MPÏRIAL DE 0ARIS 
-ÏMOIRES VIII 	 n
  &AYE OP CIT REF 	 
  )N RESPONSE TO THE WORK ON THE PERSONAL ERRORS IN THE LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS BETWEEN THE 
'ERMAN TOWNS !LTONA AND 3CHWERIN &AYE PREACHED ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF COMPLETELY 
MECHANIZED OBSERVATION &AYE REFERRED TO 0ASCHEN h6ORLÊUlGER "ERICHT àBER DIE #HRONOMETER
2EISEN IM *AHRE  ZUR "ESTIMMUNG DES ,ÊNGENUNTERSCHIEDES ZWISCHEN !LTONA UND 
3CHWERINv !STRONOMISCHE .ACHRICHTEN XXX 	 COLS n 0ASCHEN h"ESTIMMUNG DES 
,ÊNGENUNTERSCHIEDES VON !LTONA UND 3CHWERIN DURCH #HRONOMETER2EISENv !STRONOMISCHE 
.ACHRICHTEN XXXI 	 COLS n n !LSO SEE 0ASCHEN DE 3CHWERIN h%MPLOI 
DE LA PHOTOGRAPHIE POUR LOBSERVATION DU PASSAGE DE 6ÏNUS LE  DÏCEMBRE v ,A REVUE 
SCIENTIlQUE X 	 n 
  (ERVÏ &AYE 0ARIS  /CTOBER  03" 3AMMLUNG $ARMSTÊDTER ) 	 &AYE  &AYES 
PHOTOTELEGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS WERE DONE WITH THE HELP OF )GNAZIO 0ORRO hA VERY TALENTED 
ENGINEERv
  #HARLES 7OLF h3UR LA COMPARAISON DES RÏSULTATS DE LOBSERVATION ASTRONOMIQUE DIRECTE AVES CEUX DE 
LINSCRIPTION PHOTOGRAPHIQUEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES CII 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
 !DOLPH (IRSCH h3UR LES ERREURS PERSONELLES ,ETTRE DE - ! (IRSCH DIRECTEUR DE L/BSERVATOIRE 
CANTONAL DE .EUCHÉTEL Ë - 2 2ADAUv ,E MONITEUR SCIENTIlQUE *OURNAL DES SCIENCES PURES 
ET APPLIQUÏES VIII 	 
  (ERVÏ &AYE #OURS DASTRONOMIE ET DE GÏODESIE DE L%COLE 0OLYTECHNIQUE 0ARIS 	 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 n
  #HARLES 7OLF h2ECHERCHES SUR LÏQUATION PERSONNELLE DANS LES OBSERVATIONS DE PASSAGES 
SA DÏTERMINATION ABSOLUE SES LOIS ET SON ORIGINEv #OMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES LX 
	 n
  ,ETTER ACCEPTING BEING PART OF THE #ONSEIL 7OLF  !PRIL  !. & FOLDER #ONSEIL DE 
L/BSERVATOIRE !RRÐTÏ DU  AVRIL  EN EXECUTION DU DECRET DU  AVRIL  4HE MEMBERS OF 
THE #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE )MPERIAL FOR  WERE ,E 6ERRIER PRESIDENT &AYE VICEPRESIDENT 
AND 7OLF SECRÏTAIRE ,E -INISTRE SECRÏTAIRE DE ²TAT TO $ÏPARTEMENT DE L)NSTRUCTION PUBLIQUE 
 !PRIL  !. & FOLDER #ONSEIL DE L/BSERVATOIRE !RRÐTÏ DU  AVRIL  EN 
EXECUTION DU DECRET DU  AVRIL 
  #HARLES 7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL h%NONCÏ DES FAITES QUI CONSTITUENT UNE VIOLATION DE DÏCRET 
DE  AVRIL v  *ANUARY  !. & FOLDER #OMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISOIRE 
ACCUSED ,E 6ERRIER OF SABOTAGING THE #OMMISSION 
  h/BSERVATOIRE IMPÏRIAL 1UESTIONS LITIGIEUSESv  $ECEMBER  !. & FOLDER #ONSEIL DE 
L/BSERVATOIRE !RRÐTÏ DU  AVRIL  EN EXECUTION DU $ECRET DU  AVRIL   
  7OLF TO THE -INISTRE  *ANUARY  OP CIT REF 	 3EE ALSO 7OLF TO THE -INISTRE  $ECEMBER 
 OP CIT REF 	 COMPLAINING OF THE ABSENCE OF ,E 6ERRIER 7OLF TO THE -INISTRE  
&EBRUARY  OP CIT REF 	 COMPLAINING THAT ,E 6ERRIER WAS NOT GOING TO THE MONTHLY 
MEETINGS AND THUS WAS BOYCOTTING THEM FOR THE THIRD TIME
  6ICTOR $URUY *OURNAL DE 0ARIS *OURNAL GÏNÏRAL DE LINSTRUCTION PUBLIQUE   CITED IN 
3ANDRA (ORVATH0ETERSON 6ICTOR $URUY AND &RENCH EDUCATION ,IBERAL REFORM IN THE 3ECOND 
%MPIRE "ATON 2OUGE 	  &ROM THE TIME OF $URUYS APPOINTMENT BY .APOLEON ))) ,E 
6ERRIER WAS AGAINST HIM SEE IBID n  N  
  7OLF TO THE -INISTRE  .OVEMBER  OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF 9VON 6ILLARCEAU (YPPOLYTE -ARIE$AVY AND -AURICE ,OEWY TO THE -INISTRE DE L)NSTRUCTION 
PUBLIQUE  .OVEMBER  !. & FOLDER #OMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISOIRE  q  *)-%.! #!.!,%3 
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF 9VON 6ILLARCEAU (YPPOLYTE -ARIE$AVY AND -AURICE ,OEWY TO -INISTRE  *ANUARY  
!. & FOLDER #OMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISOIRE THREATENING TO QUIT COLLECTIVELY IF 
SOMETHING WAS NOT DONE ABOUT ,E 6ERRIER
  ,E 6ERRIER WAS REMOVED ON &EBRUARY  "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES h%XTRAITS 0ROCÒS6ERBAUX 
DU "UREAU DES ,ONGITUDES CONCERNANT L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARIS nv !/0 -3 
 
  (UGO OP CIT REF 	  n .APOLEON ))) MADE AN EXCEPTION AND DISPENSED THE AGEING AND 
NEARLY BLIND !RAGO FROM TAKING THE OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE NEW %MPIRE
  4HE &RENCH PRESS WAS DEEPLY INVOLVED IN THE DEBATE SURROUNDING ,E 6ERRIER 3EE NUMEROUS 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS !. & $OSSIER % FOLDER *OURNAUX CRITIQUANT LADMISTRATION DE 
L/BSERVATOIRE ET RÏPONSE DE - ,E 6ERRIER !. & FOLDER #OMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROVISOIRE
  ;7OLF= OP CIT REF 	 n
  ² ! h2ÏORGANISATION DE L/BSERVATOIRE DE 0ARISv ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE XI 	 n 4HE 
COMPLETE NAME OF THE AUTHOR IS ²MILE !LGLAVE DIRECTOR OF ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE 
  3EE THE REGULATIONS OF THE #ONSEIL SIGNED BY THE 0RESIDENT OF THE 2EPUBLIC !DOLPHE 4HIERS ON  
.OVEMBER  IN ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE X 	 
  ² ! OP CIT REF 	 
 !FTER THE &RANCO0RUSSIAN 7AR THE 'ERMAN OBSERVATORIES WERE THE MAIN SITES OF COMPARISON 
3EE ;7OLF= OP CIT REF 	 
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  )BID 
  )BID n
  )BID 
  7OLF OP CIT REF 	 
  0ETER ! 3ECCHI AND %MMANUEL &ERGOLA USED 7OLFS APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THEIR PERSONAL 
EQUATIONS IN THE LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS BETWEEN .APLES AND 2OME AND !NTOINE "RÏGUET 
BUILT A SIMILAR APPARATUS FOR THE ,ISBON /BSERVATORY
  7OLF TO THE 3ECRÏTAIRE 'ÏNÏRAL OP CIT REF 	 
  ;#HARLES 7OLF= h2ÏORGANISATION DE L/BSERVATOIRE .ATIONAL DE 0ARISv ,A REVUE SCIENTIlQUE 
X 	 
  ;7OLF= OP CIT REF 	 
 !S PART OF HIS EFFORT TO EDUCATE ASTRONOMERS 7OLF WROTE THE )NSTRUCTIONS FOR PERFORMING OBSERVATIONS 
WITH THE MERIDIAN AND MURAL CIRCLES (E ALSO SUPPORTED THE PUBLICATION IN &RENCH OF &RANZ 
"RàNNOWS TEXTBOOK WHICH WAS WIDELY USED IN "RITAIN AND 'ERMANY 9ET THE /BSERVATORYS 
TRANSFORMATION INTO A FULLYmEDGED MILITARY STYLE SCHOOL DID NOT OCCUR UNTIL AFTER THE ADMIRAL 
%RNEST -OUCHEZ REPLACED ,E 6ERRIER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